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DUALITY, EXCHANGE DEGENERACY, AND REGGE CUT 

* MODELS IN TWO-BODY COLLISIONS 

Richard Dryden Field, Jr. 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

August 13, 1971 

ABSTRACT 

In Part 1 _we use FESR for the_ reactions K-n --- n A and 

LBL-33 

+ + ** n n ---K A and determine the effective "pole" parameters of the K 

* and K Regge trajectories from a knowledge of the low-energy reson-

ances and their couplings. We find that the s-channel resonances in 

- -K n --- n A do add in such a way as to produce predominately real ampli-

tudes at high energies as predicted by duality diagrams. We find, 

however, that these predictions are not satisfied exactly. Although the 

phases of both A' and B are small and independent of t for 

2 It I < 0.5 (geV /c) , the residues of the even and odd signature Regge 

poles are closely exchange degenerate only for the B amplitudes, and 

not for the A' amplitudes, thereby allowing an appreciable polariza-

tion for K-n--- n-A as is observed experimentally. The Regge pole 

parameters determined from the sum rules give a good fit to the 

reaction K-n --- n h over a wide range of energies, whereas they are 

unable to fit + + n n ---K A at intermediate energi~s. Comparison of the 

- - + + 
resonance contributions to K n -o n A and rr n --- K /1. shows that 

"peripheral'' resonances dominate the sum rules in the first reaction, 

This vJOrk ';laS supported 1)y the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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·while ''nonperipheral" states are important in the second. By rupposing 

that "peripheral" resonances are dual to leading Regge singularities in 

the t-channel, while "nonperipheral" re,sonances are dual to lower-lying 

singularities, we are led to a rationale of why the simple model of two 

effective Regge poles is adequate for K-n ~ n: A even at intermediate 

energies, but inadequate there for + + n: n ~ K A. We find further support 

for these ideas from a hybrid model which consists of determining the 

imaginary parts of the amplitudes from the FESR and determining the 

real parts from fixed-t dispersion relations. This model gives a semi-

quantitative description of the different slopes of K-n ~ n:-11. and 

n: +n + ~ K l\ at 2-5 Ge V / c . 

In Part 2 we discuss pion-nucleon charge-exchange scattering 

and Regge cut models. Assuming that the present day prescription for 

calculating :pomeron-Regge cuts is roughly correct, we show that it is 

not possible to fit the new charge-exchange polarization with Regge cuts 

and the p trajectory alone. This is true in spite of the great flex-

ibility one has in the way the p is parameterized and in the strength 

of the cuts (strong or weak version). We propose a model for under-

standing n:-P ~ n:On which consists of a p trajectory plus a p' 

trajectory (one unit down) plus the P•p and P•p' cuts. We find that 

such a model does have the freedom necessary to fit the n:-p ~ n:On 

differential cross section and the new polarization data. We also cal-

culate and discuss the A and R parameters for n:-p ~ rrOn. 

In Part 3 we investigate Regge cut models and the reactions 

K-n~ ~ n:-h and n: +n ~ K+lc in the hope of understanding the specific 

mechanism responsible for the difference.s between the differential 

cross sections and the behavior of the polarizations for K-n ~ n:-A and 

+ + ;; n --" K !. at intermediate energies. We find that, although it is 
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difficult to make any definite conclusions, Regge-Regge cuts probably 

do not produce large enough effects to be responsible for the observed 

differences between K-n ~ n ;\ and n +n ~ K+i\. On the other hand, we 

** * find that a model with EXD K and K poles plus an EXD pair of 

**' *c daughter trajectories (K and K ) plus pomeron-Regge cuts gives 

an excellent fit to the data. In this mo.del the polarization can be 

understood simply in terms of the interference between the Regge poles 

(parents and daughters) and the pomeron-Regge pole cut. We display the 

calculated values of the differential cross section slope parameter b 

results of the model are consistent with the FESR results of Part l. 

In Part 4 we hypothesize that high-energy two-body reactions 

can be understood in terms of a model with EXD parent trajectories plus 

EXD daughter trajectories (one unit down) plus pomeron-Regge cuts. In 

this model duality is exact for the bare poles. The bare poles (parents 

plus daughters) produce an amplitude that is purely real whenever the 

corresponding duality diagram is nonplanar. The pomeron-Regge cuts 

break the exchange degeneracy of the bare poles allowing amplitudes that 

would otherwise be purely real to develop an imaginary part and hence 

for the corresponding reaction to have a polarization. This model is 

consistent with the results of Parts 1, 2, and 3· 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The duality diagrams introduced by Harari1 and Rosner2 conven-

iently illustrate the ramifications of duality and the .absence of quark-

model "exotic" states. Processes with planar duality diagrams suppos-

edly have high-energy amplitudes with imaginary parts and t-dependent 

phases, whereas reactions with nonplanar diagrams have purely real 

amplitudes at high energy. Rosner explicitly states that his deriva-

tion of the duality diagrams from 

the nonflip amplitude (A') of 

SU(3) 
- l+ 

(o ' 2 ) 

couplings applies only to 

scattering, and requires 

purely f-coupling of the vector mesons, and purely d-coupling of the 

tensor mesons to the pseudoscalar mesons. Harari, ori the other hand, 

conjectures that whenever a diagram is nonplanar all the corresponding 

helicity amplitudes should be purely _real at high energies. Thus 

Harari predicts that whenever the duality diagram for a reaction is 

nonplanar the polarization should vanish at high energy. One such 

process is K-n -)11-A, whose three duality diagrams are shown in Fig. 

l.l. Although the quantum numbers allow resonances in all three 

channels, the s-t diagram, relevant for near-forward scattering at 

high s, is nonplanar. Following Harari's conjecture that both the 

nonflip (A') and flip (B) amplitudes are real, we should expect 

no high-energy polarization. However, experiments at 3.0 and 4.5 GeV/c 

show a large positive polarization for 0 ~ JtJ ~ 1.5 GeVjc.3'
4 

In an 

effort to understand the 'origins of this apparent failure of duality 

diagrams and also the breaking of exchange degeneracy (EXD) for the 

reaction K n ~11 A and its line-reversed partner + + 
11 n ~ K A, already 

emphasized by Lai and Louie,5 we present here a finite-energy sum rule 

(FESR) analysis of these inelastic processes. Independent of these 
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specific moti v.es, we wish to elucidate the properties of hypercharge 

exchange in the t channel and to test the usefulness of FESR for 

inelastic reactions. 

It is well known that the FESR are unable to distinguish among 
.... 

the various high-energy models. Hence one must know or assume what the 

model is at high energies. Then FESR can help determine parameters 

inside that framework. We adopt a conventional high-energy model 

consisting of tvw Regge "poles" in the t channel (see Fig. l.ld), 

* ** the K (890) with negative signature and the K (1420) with positive 

signature. The Regge "poles" are to be understood as effective poles 

into which the effects of branch cuts have been absorbed. We use the 

FESR to determine the residues of the two Regge poles and hence deter-

mine the high-energy behavior of the amplitudes A' and B. This 

leads to predictions of the differential cross section and polarization 

at high energy for the reaction K-n __, 11-/, and the "line-reversed" 

reaction + + 
11 n -7 K ;, • 

We start in Sec. II by giving a detailed discussion of use of 

FESR in the inelastic reaction K-n -? 11-!'c. We define and discuss the 

use of signatured amplitudes and the necessity of daughter trajectories. 

We also present a discussion of the narrow resonance approximation and 

questions concerning the resonances or poles below threshold and arbi-

trariness in their parameters. In Sec. III we' exhibit and discuss the 

FESR results for the high-energy observables of K-n -7 11-!\, the status 

* ** of EXD for the K and K exchanges and the associated reality of 

the amplitudes for K-n -7 n- I.., the EXD of the direct-channel Y = 0, 

* I = 1 ~ resonances, the failure of the model at intermediate energies 

for rr+n -?K+I\, and possible reasons for it. In Sec. IV we present the 
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results of a hybrid model which consists of determing the imaginary 

parts of the amplitudes from FESR and the real parts from fixed-t 

dispersion relations. A summary is given in Sec. V. 

The reader who is interested only in the results can begin with 

Sec. IIC and Fig. 1.5 and. proceed to Sec. IV. 
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II. APPLICATIOI'J OF FESR TO '1~il1~ HEACTION :rCn ~ Jt A 

A. Sum Hule Formalism, Croc:sing versus Signatur;, 

High-Energy ObservabJ.es 

We employ integer moment finite-energy sum rules (FESR) of the 

standard form, 
(j 

f
"l 

dv 

0 

n I F(±)( •-) v m.' v,v J
vl n 

-- dv 11 

0 

I F (:t) (·v t) .. m ' . ' a:3yrn (II.l) 

where F(±)(v,t) lS an appropriate reaction ampHtude whose asymptotic 

form F(±) (v t) 
asym ' 

is assumed to represent the amplitude foi 

'I'he integer n is even (odcl) for amplitudes that are odd (even) under 

v ~ -v. 

The notaticn for the kinematic;;> of the :reaction, K-n -·) '~ .\, 

and the crossed_ ree.ction, + ' ,+. . 
rr n __, L "' J.S shown in Fig. 1.2. The 

amplitudes· to be used in the FESI{ (ILl) are constructed from the 

invariant amplitudes A and B which enter the Feynman amplitude 

for the two reactions 

?Y;CP' ,q'; p,q) = 1\(p' H-A(s,t,u) + ~ Y·(q + q') B(s,t,u)}Un(p), 

Note that A and B correspond to the process K n --) n A, and A and 

B to + + -
n n ~ K A, and also that q' = -q, q ::; -q I ' 

is defined by the differential cross section formula, 

do 
dt 

l 

The scale of ~ 
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v1here p is the center-of-mass momentum in the initial state, and a 

stun over final spins and an average over initial spins is understood. 

Using the crossing behavior of rn;, 

we see that 

-* A (u,t,s) = A(s,t,u), 

-"*· B (u,t,s) ~ -B(s,t,u). 

In terms of the variables, v s - u 4m and t, and with the real 

analytic property of A and B, the crossing conditions are 

A(v + iE,t) = A(-v - iE,t), (II.2a) 

B(v + iE,t) -B ( -v - i E, t). (II.2b) 

In the following we drop the iE with the understanding that the 

physical regions for the two reactions are as indicated in Fig. 1.3. 

Since ¥!e are dealing with Regge trajectories in the t channel 

we introduce the t-channel helicity nonflip and flip amplitudes, 

respectively, 

t 
f ++ ( v' t) = 

t . 
f (v,t) 

+-

2 (m + m') A' (v,t) 
2 1.. ' [ t - (m + m' ) J2 

.1 

[¢(v,t)J2- B(v,t) ,_5-=±, 
[t- (m + rn')~F 
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2 . 2 " qt sl.n t1t is the Kibble functio11. 

ampii tude A' is expressed in terms of A and B as follo1vs: 

A'(v,t) 
[

1 - t r,] A ( v, t) + ( m :m m "!"\ vB ( v, t) 
(m + m' )c ) 

'2 2 
+ ~ (m'- rn)(~t -2- P) B(v,t). 

(m+m') 

Similarly 

P.'(v,t) = [1 - t ] X ( v, t ) + ( · 
2

m ~ v 13 ( v, t ) 2 m + m 1 (m + m' ) 

'2 2 
1 (m' - m)(l_t - P ) B(v,t). 
2 2 (m + m')-

The 

For forward elastic scattering the above equation for A' reduces to 

A' =A+ vB, v!hich is the same amplitude.defined by Singh.? The crossing 

behavior of A' is easily seen to be 

A'(v,t) = A'(-v,t). (II. 3) 

Amp1i tudes vii th even or odd behavior under v -) -v may be formed in an 

obvious way: 

A'(±)(v,t) = ~[A'(v,t) ± A'(-v,t)] = ~[A'(v,t) ± A'(v,t)], (II .4a) 

= ~[B(v,t) + B(-v,t)] 1 
= 2[B(v,t) ~ B(v,t)], (II.4b) 

where the final expressions result from use of the crossing relations 

(II.2b) and (11.3). 
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In using finite-energy sum rules it is customary to assume that 

at high energies s the amplitudes are dominated by certain Regge 

trajectories (or at least effective Regge trajectories) of defihite 

signature in the t channel. For elastic scattE·ring, amplitudes with 

even or odd signature are also even or odd under v --) -v, but for 

inelastic processes this is not true in gen~ral. Amplitudes A,<±) 
. "'(+) 
and B - , having definite signature in the t channel are formed as 

follows: 

; L (2J + 1) A'(±)(,J,t)[PJ(zt) ± PJ(-zt)], 

J 

~ 
(±) 

= --
2
1 "' (2J + 1) B (J,t)r [P' (z ) + P;~(-zt)J, 

[J(J + 1)]2 J t u 
J 

and are even or odd under .· zt --) -zt. The connection between zt and 

the kinematic variables, 
r 

l '2 2 '2 2 = 4mv + t(~ - ~ )(m - m ), 

shows that is the same as v --) -v for processes in which 

~· = ~ or m' = m (or both), but not the same for the- general 

inelastic process. This complication for arbitrary masses is just one 

.. 
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aspect of the problems encountered in describing such processes in terms 

o:f .Regge exchanges. 8 It is well known that Freedman and Wang assured 

po>ver-law behavior at all t values and Mandelstam analyticity near 

' 
t = 0 by the introduction of daughter trajectories. The basic Regge 

pole contributions to the signatured amplitudes are 

"'' ( +) A - (z t) t·' 
::: (II.5a) 

= -n(a±(t) + ~] p,_(±)(t) .P' (z) s±(a±), 
2 ~o + t (II. 5b) 

a-

where s±(a) is the usual signature factor 

With the introduction of daughter trajectories the Legendre function 

Pa(zt) is replaced, to leading order in v, as follows: 

r(a + ~) 

(n)2 r(a + l) 

l ar(a + r;-) 
c 

(n)2 r(a + l) 

(
2mv ·)a 
p p' ' t t 

Of "''(+) "'(+) The high-energy behavior A - and B -

A' (±)(z t) 
asym t' = 

v~(±) (z t) 
asym t' 

then becomes 

(II.6a) 

(II .6b) 

• .t 
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+ r(a- + 1) 
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( )-?, ± ( ) ( + 3) - 1r -- a t r a:~ + 2 
+ r(a- + l) 

(n.6c) 

(II. 6d) 

so 
and v

0 
=2m is a scale-factor. We see that the net result of incor-. 

porating daughters is to make the dominant contribution to the signatured 

~mplitudes at high energy have definite crossing properties with respect 

to the energy variable v, that is to say, that to leading order in v, 

When 

A
1 

(±)(v t) "'(+) 
= A - (v t) 

asym '. asym. ' ' 

B(±) (v t) 
asym ' = ~(±) (v t). 

asym ' . 

"'• ( +) the above expressions for A -asym 

(II. ?a, b) are used, the sum rules for 

(II. 7a) 

(II. 7b) 

and B( ±) 
as:vm 

(II.6a,b) and 

I ( r) 
A and VB

(±-) 
are 

(II .Sa) 
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'c'n 
v Im A

1 

(-)(v,t) dv 

where n = 0,1,2, · · • and v1 = v1 (t) = v1 (0) + k' and where 

Im A
1 

(±)(v,t) = ~ [Im A'(v,t) + Im i 1 (v,t)], 

Im B(!)(v,t) = ~ [Im B(v,t) ± Im li(v,t)]. 

(II. 8b) 

(II.8c) 

(II. 8d) 

In principle we evaluate the LHS of the FESR' s from J:r..no1.;ledgc of the 

low-energy data (v .S v
1

) and calculate the parameters of the leading 

Regge poles of definite signature, a±(t), b±(t), and a:±(t.), from 

.. 

. ... 
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~ln LH§..(~ ( +) 1 n) - ( 2n + 2) LES B ( ~ n + 1) 
LHS (B ( + )~ n + 1) - LHS ( B + , n) 

(II. 9c) 

(II. 9d) 

(II. 9e) 

(II.9f) 

- - + + The high-energy amplitudes for K n ~ rr A and rr n ~ K A are then 

determined £rom (II.4a,b) using the asymptotic expressions for A'(±)(v,t) 

and ~(~)(v,t) (II.6a,b): 

A' (v,t) 

A' (v,t) 

±a -(t) tan~~(t~CJ'-(t)] 

+ ++<t{~J/(t) ±a-(t)CJ'-(t~ , (II. lOa) 
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vB(v,t) 

~ 
v large 
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[-b +{t) 

~- )o:-(t)J 
: b- ( t ) tarl\._::-0: 

2 
t J\. ~ 

0 

+ i[b +(t( ~J:/(t) ± b -(t) CJX-(t)] (II. lOb) 

From the above expressions we see that if o:+(t) == o:-(t) (weak EXD) 

respectively. We refer to this situation a13 strong EXD. 

One can easily express the differential cross section and 

polarization in terms of A' and B as follows: 

(_ ~ ~r(m + m') 1~1A'(v,t)l 2 
+ ¢(v,t)IB(v,t)l

2
}, 

\_64r:m'--p~ab) (m + m' )
2 

- t · 

(II.lla) 

¢ ~ . 2 '* 
2[ (v,t)] 2 (m + m') Im A B 

= 4 2 0 

(m + m') lA' I + ¢(v,t) In!'-
(II.llb) 

do ( + + + + Similar expressions for dt n: n --) K A) and P(rr n --) K A) are obtained . 

by making the substitution A' -)A' and B -)B in the above formulas. 

Substituting the high-energy expressions- for A' and vB into the 

formula for the polarization and assuming weak EXD ~/(t) = o:-(t) = o:(t)) 

yields 

• ,t 
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P(K-n-c>"-A) - 2(m + m•)2[a-(t)b+(t) -a+(t)b\t)]sin(,a(t)Q¢(v~t)]~) 

X { 
· ~~ r + 2 - ) 2 ) r ~ ( ) ? - ( ) 2\ r ~\ 1 

_ (m + m') l(a (t)- +a. (t +~ t ·-a t _)cos \tO:(tVJ -l 

rl.f " t ) rl(;_ + 2 - ~ ~ + 2 - 2\ · · \ 1l 
, + ~- ~ ( t) + b ( t) J + ~ ( t) - - b ( t) .J cos ~,a( t ); \ ? 

v 1 . J 
which is energy independent at large v ~ince (¢ y;; ~ v). Thus, 

if the residues happen to be in the ratio 

(II.l~!) 

the contributions from the two terms in the nwnerator reinforce and the 

polarization becomes large, even if weak EXD is assumed. 

B. Evaluation of the Sum Rules; Resone.n_ce Parameters; 

and Poles Below Threshold 

There are two major difficulties in attempting a FESR calcula-

tion of the high-energy amplitudes. The first is that there exist size-

able unphysical regions in both channels with a number of poles and 

resonant states whose contributions to the FESR are not e:x-perimentally 

accessible. It. -y,rill therefore be necessary to use SU(3) estimates of 

the couplings into those channels for which the resonance is below 
/ 

threshold. The second difficulty is that even above threshold there is 

no detailed phase-shift information from which to calculate the imaginary 

parts--all that exist are the parameters of various postulated resonant 

states whose very existences, let alone couplings, are often debatable. 9 
' 

We are therefore forced to make a narrow-resonance approximation for all 

contributions to the sum rules, whether above or below threshold. This 
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precludes the use of continuous moment sum rules and means that we will 

obtain relatively poor information about the effective trajectories. 

The individual contributions in the narrovr-resonance approxima-

tion are derived as follo\I'S. ror an s-channel resonance the usual 

Breit-Wigner form yields 

T res 
M 

s 

1 

cJ> M (r r,)? s s ]_ c:. 

2 
- s - iH r s 

where Ms is the mass of· the resonance, r its total width, r
1 

and 

-l<· * -r 2 the partial widths L: --> K n and L: · --> 11 A, respectively, and 

~' the relatj ve sign of the resonant amplitude. Similarly for a 

u-channel resonance we have 

where 

T res 

and 

l 
<D r~ (r ,... )2 
u 1

U )" ~ 

I--1 2 
u - u - iM r u 

r 4 are the partial widths + N·* -i 11 n and * + N --> K A, 

respectively. Thus in a narrow-resonance approximation we have 

Im T ( v, t) res == 

Im T ( v, t) res == 

where 

vres 

1 

rr M s <D (r L r2 

~m 1 2 5(v ) - vres ' 

rr M u 

1 
c) (r r );> 
~m 3 4 5(v - ) - vres ' 

'2 
+ m 

C'n1 

2 
+ l.l 

'2 
+ 1.1 - t) 
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and 

M 2 - ~(m2 
u 2 
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'2 
+ m 

2m 

+ p 
') ,_ 

- t) 

The relationshi~ between Im A and Im B and Im T res follows from 

Im A(v,t) K(s)(C(-)(s)[(s)~ + M] Im f
1

(v,t) 

- c(+)(s)[(s)~- M] Im f2(v,t)} ' 

where 

K(s) 1 
and M = ~-(m + m' ) , and 

where 

00 

Im f1 (v,t) = I: [Im f (Cs)~)P£ 1 (cos 9 ) 

£=0 
.e+ + ' s 

Im f _<Ss)~) P£_1 (cos g )], 
.e s 

CX) 

Im r2 (v,t) = I [ Im f .e _ (c s ) ~) - rm f .e + (c s ) ~) J P£(cos Gs). 

£=0 

Keeping track of the normalization,one finus 
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J 

Similar expressions for Im A a.nd Im B in terms of Im T are res 

obtained by substi tut:i.ng, s _, u, cos g _, cos g ' E _, E ' E I _, E I 
s u s u s u 

in the above n .. 1_1ressions and using 

Im f ( v, t) 
c± 

1 ----r 
(p pI )2 

u··u 

Jm T 
re~ 

Vle use the Y = 0 s-channel' rc~sonances ( L:>"- 1 s) to form the amplitudes 

Im A and lm B and the Y = l u-chann.el resonances (N* 1 s) to form 

tbe amplitudes Im A and Im B, leading eventually to the representation 

' of the LHS of tbe stun rules (II .8) as sums over the s- and u-channel 

poles. In Table I -v:e list the parameters of the resonant amplitudes for 

the s- and u-channel states considered in this study. There are a 

number of independent analyses of both - - 9-14 Kn_,n:A and + + 15-17 rr n _, K II., 

yielding .somewhat different parametrizations and even different numbers 

of resonances. The ranges of parameters found in these analyses, and 

18 also from the compilation of the Particle Data Group, are shown in 

Table I in addition to the values used by us. As pointed out by 

Galtieri, 9 there is agreement among the various analyses of K n _, n:-11. 

only for the three resonances 
- + 

1::(1765)~' ·r.(l915)~' 
+ 

and 2:(2030)t • 

The remaining five L: states in Table I are controversial. Tests were 

made of the sensitivity of the sum rules to our particular choice of 

parameters. v.'hile somE chant;':-<; occur ',-;hen other possible sets of reso-

nance parameters are used, the effects are in general not marked. From 
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the point of view of.fitting the high-energy differential cross section 

for K-n ~ Jr-A, there is, however, some difficulty caused by the 

2:(1940 )~- state if all the resonance parameters of Table I (our · 

specific choices) are employed. This state, reported by Litchfield10 

and Galtieri,~ is important enough that its presence or abcence has a 

significant effect on the high-energy observables: Whe'n the present 

work was begun this state was sufficiently doubtful that we felt jus-

tified in omitting it from the analysis. All the curves given below 

are calculated with the parameters of Table I, except for the omission 

of the 2:(1940)~ During the preparatfon of this paper we have become 

persuaded that this resonance is at least as r<:al as some of the others 

. 3+ 
[e.g., .2:(2080)2 ], and have therefore re-examined its inclusion. We 

are able to obtain almost the same Regge parameters and fit at high 

energies with modest changes of the parameters of some of the other 

states in Table I (always within the limits of error listed in Table III 

of Galtieri9 ). At the appro_priate place below we indicate the small 

changes that occur in the Regge parameters for this revision of the low-

energy sums. 

/ There are six "pole" terms that lie below threshold; the 
1+ 1+ - -

N(938)2 , N(l470)2 , N(lS18)1 , and N(1550)! in the u channel; 2 2 + + 
and the .2:(1197)~ and .2:(1385 )~ in the s channel. We use the 

Lagrangians shown in Table II to calculate these pole terms .. The 

contributions to Im A, etc. are shown in Table III in terms of 

kinematic variables and products of couplings appropriate_ to the charge 

states involved. We now proceed to estimate these coupling constants, 

using the following ·values for the widths: 
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= 9 MeV. 

These specific values are rather arbitrary, but the widths of these 

resonances are quite uncertain. Our choices are within the allowed 

18 ranges quoted by the Particle Data Group. w11en we use the formulas of 

Table II the coupling constants in the effective Lagrangians are found 

to be 

+ 0 . 
g[N (1550) --) 1t P] = 0.4. 

Assuming each to be a member of an SU(3) octet with the D/(F +D) 

ratio given in Table, IV, we use SU(3) ·to determine the unobservable 

coupling constants, 

= 

= 0.2 . 

Similarly, using 

32.4 MeV 
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and Table II we obtain 

With exact SU(3) for the decuplet the L:- (138~) --+ K-n coupling is 

If we had begun instead vii th the width of 120 HeV for the 6(1'"' 8), 

these values of 9.1 and -7.4 would have been 10.9 and -8.9, respectively. 

This gives some 

3+ 

indication of the magnitude of the symmetry breaking 

for the 2 decuplet. Warnock and Frye's value19 of the 

L:- (1385) --+ K n coupling constant are equivalent in our notation to 

-8.) [exact. SU(3), 6(1238) width] and -7.lt [broken SU(3)]. 

It happens that our first estimate is numerically the same as Warnock 

and Frye's preferred value. 

The relevant N and L:. coupling constants are shown in Fig. 1.4 

as a function of Dj(D +F), assuming exact SU(3) symmetry and 

0 . . 20 
g[p --+ n p] = 13.55. The early empirical determinations of Zovko and 

Kim, 
21 

shown in the figure, indicate that D/(D + F) is in the range 

0.5-0.8, but also imply some symmetry brea.king. Numerous other estimates 

of the L:KN and AKN couplings have been made. As can be seen from 

Fig. 27 of Levi-Setti, 22 the AKN values cluster around either Kim's 

or Zovko' s value', with no clear preference indica ted. The square of 

the L:KN coupling constant is always found to be small, with Zovko's 

value as a rough upper limit. Also saown in Fig. 1.4 is the estimate for 

0 0 
g[L: --+ :rr A] of Chan and Meiere. 23 Our calculation involves the 
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g[L: 
- -~ K-n J 0 0 

1.::(1197) products g [ ~~ --:> n 1\ J for the pole and 

0 
g[p~n:p] g[p + 

--:> K J,] for the N(938) polE'. 

c. Sensitivity to the Couplings of the Pole Terms 

It is painfully obvious that there is tremendous latitude in the 

specific choice of coupling constant~ for the states below threshold. 

Some states., such as the N(l~70), N(l5l8), and N(l'))O), are relatively 

unimportant in the sum rules. Variation of their couplings around the 
1+ 

values given above produces no major effects. For the 2' baryon octet 

poles and the I.:(l38~J), hm:ever, the contributions are 6f sufficient 

importance that the results are sensitive to the exact values of the 

couplings. Numerous exploratory calculations were made to study these 

variations. Even though the exact use of the sum rules and the assmnp-

tions made in determining the trajectories and residues are not-described 

until the next section, we illustrate in Fig. 1.5 the effect on the 

differential cross section at high energies. In the upper half of the 

figure the change produced by variation of the D/(D + F) ratio of 
1+ 

\ the 2 octet is shown, all other couplings being held fixed. The 

curves are for different ratios D/(D + F) assuming exact SU(3) for 

all vertices, but similar variations occur if random combinations of 

Kim's and Zovko' s values are chosen. If the couplings are forced to be 

SU(3) symmetric, the optimum D/(D + F) ratio is in the range, 

24 
0.65-0.70, not far from the canonical value of 0.6. The lower half of 

Fig. 1.5 shows the effect of varying the coupling of the l~(l385). The 

two curves are for the exact and broken SU(3) estimates of Warnock 

and Frye for the coupling to the h'N channel quoted above, the coupling 

• 

-· 



• 

to the rrA channel being fixed from experiment. The L:(ll97) and 

N(938) · pole contributions are fixed by D/(D + F) := 0.675. The experi-

mental cross sections at high energy slightly favor the value 

L:(l385) coupling. 

There is evidently some possibility of 

octet couplings against 

Our choices of D/(D + F) for the 

changes in the 
l+ 
2 octet and 

couplings for the L:(l385) are certainly in the comfortable range of 

expected values, but are in no way unique. The results are most sensitive 

to the value of D/(D +F). A value outside the range of 0.6 to 0.7 

[or its equivalent for broken SU(3)] leads to a bad fit to the high-

energy observables for K-n ~ n -A. The L:(l385) couplings are less 

crucial, but cannot be varied by more than 20·~ wi tho.ut serious difficulty . 
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III. RESULTS 

A. Trajectories, Hi~l-Energy Cross Sections, Polarization 

As is perhaps apparent from the preceding section, the uncer-· 

tainties of the couplings and the necessity of making a narrow resonance 

approximation precludes the use of anything but the lowest moment 

(n = 0) sum rules. We are thus unable to calculate the Regge trajectories 

a:±(t) from the formulas (II. 9a,b). We assume that the trajectories 

have unit slope (1 Gev-2 ) and determine the intercepts in the folJ.m.;ing 

way. The even-signatured residues + a (t) must vanish at 

the right-signature point, a:+(t) 0, in or~er that the real parts of 

the amplitudes not be singular in the physical region. From (II. 9e) 

it can be seen that the n = 0 swn rule for b+(t) automatically 

satisfies this requirement. + For a (t), hm·1ever, (Il. 9c) shows that 

we must define a+(t) = 0 at the t value where LHs~'(+),o) = o. 25 

The trajectory + a (t) is thereby determined. For the odd-signatured 

amplitudes we appeal to the presence of a sense-nonsense factor of 

a:-(t) in the residue b-(t). From (II. 9f) it is seen that a:-(t) = 0 

is then defined as the t value where LHS(B(-) ,o) = 0. The question of 

whether b-(t) has additional factors of a:-(t) is left open, to be 

answered by the sum rules themselves. It should be remarked that the 

vanishing of rnsQ/-),o) ' can be attributed to interference between 

Regge pole and Regge cut amplitudes, rather than to the presence of a 

factor of a-(t) in a purely Regge pole amplitude. Because of our 

limitation in the sum rules to two effective Regge poles, one for each 

signatur~, we cannot speak to this point. We merely assume that the 

vanishing of the effective residue b-(t) signifies a-(t) = 0. 

• 

( 

I : 
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The residues + a (t), are calculatf.:-d 

from Eqs. (II. 9c-f) with n = 0, the trajectories having been found 

as described above. 'l'he exact values of the E~-~Jdu~s depend on the 

upper limit v1 in the sum rules and on the choice of v
0 

- s0 j2m. 26 

We take s 0 = 1 GeV and use v1 (t) = v1 (0) + t/hm, vJith v1 (0) slightly 

above thE~ highest -mass resonance included in the ~;urn rule. The standard 

value employed is v1 (o) = 1.8, corresponding to H"' 2.14 G€V. The 

results are insensitive to 10 percent changes in v1 (o). If v
1

(o) is 

luwered below the highest -L: resonance in Table I and its contribution 

is therefore omitted, the two zeros of LHS(/<.'(+),o) just disappear. 

[The iri verted parabola for a+ ( t) of Fig. 1.10 drops below the axis. ] 

' + This means that a cannot be defined as before and also that the real 

part of the Regge pole amplitude has a pole in the physical region, or 

else there is a 0+ particle of small masf;. Nevertheless, the high-

energy observables are changed very little, except in the immediate 

vicinity of the spurious pole. Furthermore, s;11all changes in the resonance 

parameters can bring back the tv10 zeros in LHS ~' ( +), 0). Similarly, 

inclusion of the 2::(2060)~ 
. L 

of Galtieri9 (not listed in Table I) 

changes the observables only slightly. We conclude that our sum rules 

are reasonably insensitive to the detailed behavior at the upper limit 

As already described in Sec. IIC, the L: and N pole terms 

are very important in the sum 

The· D/(D + F) ratio of the 

rules and the somev:hat less so. 
1+ 

2 
octet was therefore varied to optimize 

the fit to th0 data on the differential cross section for K n ~ ~ A, as 

shown above in Fig. 1.5. The "best" solution [D/(D + F) 
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- -compared with the experimental cross sections f'or I\ n -7 rr l\ at ).0, 

3· 9, and 4 .) GeV /c in Fig· 1.6. In Fig. l. 7 we show the polarization 

resulting from our solution and the corrc-:cponding data at :~.o3 and lt.S 

I 4 ' GeV c , ana in Fig. 1.8 we display our predictions for the A and R 

parameters of \-Jolfensteir/7 at 4. 5 and 9 GeV /c. Our polar:i zc.tion and 

A and R parameters are essentially independent of energy. In Fig.l.9 

do bt) we compare our prediction for the slope pa.rRrr:eter b (dt ~ Ae with -

the results of experiment at ,various rr.or.1enta. 'J'hese figures show that 

our solution is in good agrc=ement -v:i th existing differential cross 

sections for K n -7 rr A, gives an energy 'v:ar:Lation and magnitude. of b 

·. . 28 
consistent with the data, including recent results from SLAC, and is 

in agreement with the rather inaccurate data on polarization for 

o < 1 t I < 1.0. 

Comparison of our solution with the line-reversed process,·. 

+ + n n -7 K A, is deferred until after a discussion of the residues them-. 

selves and questions of exchange degeneracy. 

B. Residues, Exchange Degeneracy, Duality 

The residues a±(t) for the ''best" solution are shown 

in Fig. 1.10. The residues a+(t) and b-(t) vanish at t = -0.15 

and t = -0.18, respectively, corresponding to trajectories 

a+(t) = 0.15 + t and a-(t) = 0.18 + t. Our solution thus exhibits 

approximate weak EXD. The t-channel spin-flip residues b±(t) are seen 

to satisfy the relation + -b-(t) ~ -b (t) over a large range of t. 

This is evidence for strong EXD for the spin-flip residues. The t-

channel nonflip residues + a (t) have the sam0 general 

shape, but differ by a low-order polynomial. Evidently strong EXD does 
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not hold for the nonflip residues. 29 It is of interest, neverthess, to 

display the degree of exchange degeneracy in the amplitudes in another 

manner in order to understand better how well or.how badly EXD is sat-

isfied. From EXD arguments or duality diagrams, we expect the ampli-

tudes (A' ,B) - -for K n ---7 n A to be real, while the amplitudes 

for + + n n -7K A have at-dependent phase factor, exp[ -ina( t) J. In 

Fig. 1.11 are displayed the phases of A' 
' B, and B as. func-

tions of -t. The strinkingly different t dependences of the phases 

for (A' ,B) and (A' ,B) are apparent. Furthermore, the phases of A' 

and B are small for jtj < 0.5, especially that of B·. Now, at-

dependent phase for A' of only 20 degrees and a much smaller phase 

for B can plausibly be argued as evidence for reasonable exchange 

degeneracy and a vindication of duality diagrams. Nevertheless, this 

relatively modest phase difference between A' and B is responsible 

for the nonvanishing polarization shown in Fig. 1.7.3° This emphasizes 

once again that polarizations are delicate quantities and that yes-no 

theoretical predictions about them are hazardous. Conversely, it 

argues against judging the overall success of a model or theoretical 

principle by hov1 well it does in predicting polarization. 

For those readers who prefer to consider s-channel helicity 

amplitudes, we have included Fig. 1.12. For the process K-n -7n-A 

the t-dependences of the real parts of the s-channel amplitudes 

and H s 
+- are qualitatively similar to those shown in Figs. l(b) and 

2'( l(d) of Berger and Fox, although the relative signs are opposite from 

what is shown there. 
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In Sec. IIB we noted that some of the resonances in Table I 

were controversial, and that
1
we had omitted the ~(1940)i state from 

the sum rules. A fit is still possible with this state included, pro-

vided some of the widths are altered. One fit that yields + 
0: = 0.14 + t, 

a:- = 0.24 + t, and residues almost identical with those of Fig. 1.10 

)
.1_ -2 

has the couplings of Table I modified to (r1r 2 
2 = 2.0 X 10 , 

-2 -2 
1.2 X 10 , 3.6 X 10 , for the 1765, 1940, 2030 states, respectively. 

The observable;;; from this solution are almost identical with those of 

Figs. 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8. 

Another aspect of the residues shown in Fig. LlO is the degree 

of correlation between the zeros of the residues and the zeros of the 

contributions to the various sum rules from the individual resonances. 

It is well known that such correlations formed the original motivation 

for the concept of duality.3l The zeros of the various contributions to 

Im A' and Im B are shown in Fig. 1.13. First consider the zero in 

a+(t) at t ~ -0.15(GeV/c)2 • From Fig. 1.13 it is seen that the impor

tant contributors to a+(t) .have zeros at small t, clustered in fact 

quite closely around t = -0.15. The only important exceptions appear 

to be the ~(1197) and N(938). h l f a+(t) T e sum ru e or involves 

Im[vA' (+)], however, and the values of v for the ~(1197) and N(938) 

are so small that their contributions are unimportant over the whole 

range of \t\ < 0.5. Within the framework of two effective Regge poles 

at high energy it is gratifying that for the even-signatured amplitude 

the resonances individually give zeros where a+(t) = 0 and o:+(t) = Oo 

The avoidance of a ''ghost pole~' at negative t is apparently suffi-

ciently important not to be left to chance cancellations in the sum rule. 

' ' ' lr I I . I 
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For a-(t) the sum rule involves Im[A' (-)]. The 2::(1197) and 

the N(938) contributions are no longer suppressed. This is one of 

the major reasons for the difference between a+(t) and -a-(t) seen 

in Fig. 1.10. From Fig. 1.13 it is evident that the zero in b-(t) at 

2 t :::: -0.18 (GeV/c) is not produced by a zero from each resonance, but 

rather by a cumulative cancellation in the sum rule. Such behavior is 

in contrast with that found originally by Dolen, Horn, and Schmid3l for 

the p Regge pole in rcN elastic scattering. The present mechanism 

for generating a zero in b-(t) arises because of the alternations in 

sign caused by the approximate EXD of the s-channel resonances, as 

discussed immediately below. 

The discussion thus far ha:s concerned EXD or lack of it for the 

* ** K and K trajectories and residues. The same duality diagrams of 

* ** Fig. 1.1 that predict EXD for the K and K also show that the 

s-channel resonances are generated only by u-channel exchanges. This 

* implies that the predominant I: resonances which enter our sum rules 

should also lie pn trajectories occurring in EXD pairs and have residues 

equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign. A test of this hy_pothesis isc 

shown in Fig. 1.14, where the relevant baryon trajectories are displayed, 

as well as the contributions to the sum rule for Im B at 2 32 
t = m * . 

* 
K 

The dominant I: resonances do seem to be roughly EXD, lying closely 

on two trajectories rather than four. The contributions from successive 

resonances on a single EXD pair of trajectories alternate in sign, and 

the absolute values have a smooth variation with mass. The cancellation 

of s-channel imaginary parts shown in Fig. 1.14 was previously tested by 

Ferra-Luzzi et al.33 with experimental data on the amplitudes for the 
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mass interval 2.25 Ge~ ~ s ~ 3.61 Gev2 • This analysis argued against 

semi-local duality in the sense of cancellations, but as is indicated 

on Fig. 1.14, the mass interval is such that only one important resonance 

from each pair of trajectories contributes. It happens that these two 

resonances do not cancel; the cancellation comes from successive members 

* of each EXD sequence. The N states in the u channel are not expected 

to be exchange-degenerate in their couplings, and they do not seem to 

be so. 

To conclude this discussion of residues and couplings we comment 

briefly on the "sense-choosing" and "ghost-killing" mechanisms34 for the 

* ** K and K Regge poles, or more precis.ely, on the type of zeros oc-

curring in the residues of the effective poles. From Fig. 1.10 it can 

** be seen that the K appears to choose the Gell-Mann mechanism with a 

dynamical zero in the ' ( +) 
A residue at larger It I, while the * K 

chooses sense. The behavior of the even-signature residue is similar to 

that reported for the P' and A 
2 

trajectories, although there is still 

some argument about the latter. Arguments on SU(3) grounds would tend 

** to favor similar mechanisms for P' , A2, and K , and similarly for 

* the K and p. 

c. Troubles: + + 
nn~K.I\ 

We have thus far discussed only the successes of our sum rule 

calculation. We must now illustrate some of its glaring failures. Our 

solution exhibits approximate weak EXD [c:x+(t) :::::: c:x-(t)]. Independent 

of the residues we thus predict 

do 
dt 

dcr 
dt 

•· 
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and 

p ""' -P 

for the reaction K-n -) rr A and its line-reversed reaction + + rr n -) K A. 

To the contrary, however, experiments indicate that at energies near-

plab ""4.0 GeV/c the slope of is approximately twice as steep as 

da 
dt and the integrated cress section the slope -a is considerably 

smaller than o. The data on the slope parameter for both reactions are 

shown in Fig. 1.9. Even more embarrassing is the evidence35,3h shown in 

Fig. 1.15 that the polarizations for the two reactions have the same 

.sign, at least for/ It! < 0.4 (GeV/c) 2 • Such behavior of the polariza-

tion is impossible for a model with only one effective pole of each 

signature because then it is always true that - dcr da 
p dt "" -P dt. This is 

independent of whether or not there is weak EXD of the trajectories. 

The assumption of one effective pole of each signature is evidently too 

simple at intermediate energies.37 The energy dependence of the slope 

parameters in Fig. 1.9 indicates that at higher momenta [plab > 6.5 

GeV/c, s > 13 (Gev) 2 J two weakly EXD effective Regge poles may be an 

adequate description, since the slopes for rr +n -) K+A and K-n -) rr -A 

tend. to become equal. It remains to be seen whether the polarizations 

for the two reactions have oppo~ite signs at these higher momenta, and 

whether the magnitudes of the integrated cross sections approach each 

other. 

Why does our FESR calculation with two effective Regge poles 

fit the K n -) rr I. data at intermediate energies, but fail to fit the 

data on 
+ . + 

n n -> K I,? The reader may well say that the data obviously do 

not permit a description vlith only two Regge poles and. that, since we 



chose to fit K n --" n l,, ·we necessarily fail for + + 
n n --" K /\. There is 

clearly some truth in such a statement, but it is misleading. We tried 

the alternative of fitting the differential cross 
+ 

l 

section for + + nn-'»KA 

at 3-4 GeV/c. Even with ,,1ide variation of the 2 octet couplings and 

also coupling of the L:(l385), it proved impossible to make the forward 

peak of sharp enough to agree with experiment. We are thus still 

left with the question, why does our sum rule calculation, oversimplified 

though it may be, work at 3-6 GeV/c for K n -'»n A and not for 

+ + n n --" K N! The character of the s-channel and u-channel resonances in 

the sum rules shed some light on this question. From Table I and Fig. 

1.14 it can be inferred that the dominant s -channel resonances 

(K-n --" n-A) are "peripheral:' resonance's whose angular momenta increase 

with their masses, and whose s-channel nonflip and spin-flip helicity 
l 

amplitudes have zeros at roughly the same t-values as J 0[R(-t)2] and 
l 

J 1 [R(-t)2], respectively, where 38 R ~ 0.9 fm. This behavior is anal-

ogous to an elastic reaction', and is not surprising in view of the exo-

thermic nature of the process. On the other hand, the threshold for 

+ + 
n n -'»K A is 530 MeV above the threshold, ~ + mn ~ 1079 MeV, for 

elastic + 
n n scattering. Centrifugal barrier effects willhinder 

peripheral nN resonances from contributing to,the inelastic reaction 

Tf + n --" 'K +~,. The dominant u-channel contributions are thus expected to 

come from nN states of relatively small spin, "nonperipheral" reson-

ances. This is indeed what is seen from Tables I and IV. The "periph-

eral·: resonances, Dl5 and Fl5, which are very important in the sum rules 

for elastic nN scattering, couple weakly to + K+' h"l n n --" 1\, w 1 e the 
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11nonperipheral 11 states such as 
+ 

and N(l86o)~ 
+ 

N(938)~ pole] are of considerable importance. 

[and the 

Let us assume that a high-energy model with t1vo effective Regge 

poles which are approximately weakly EXD is a reasona,ble description of 

both reactions at incident momenta above 6-8 GeV/c, but fails for momenta 

of order 3-4 GeV/c. We are then led to the following hypothesis: 

(l) The leading t-channel Regge singularities (called effective 

- l'Oles above) are dual to the ''peripheral" resonances in the direct 

channel. 

(2) ' Lower lying t-channel j-plane singularities are dual to the 
J" 

"nonperipheral '' resonances in the direct channel. 

As can be seen from the energy denominators in a fixed-t dispersion 

relation, at intermediate energies the contributions to the real part 

of a reaction amplitude from the resonances in that channel are more 

important than from those in the crossed channel. Since the ''peripheral'' 

resonances occur in the K n ~ n A channel, we can understand why the 

simple two-pole model works even at intermediate energies for that 

channel. 39 The dominance of ''nonperipheral" states for + + n n ~ K A on 

the other hand argues for a more complicated description at intermediate 

energies. 

The association of ''nonperipheral" resonances with lower-lying 

'j -plane singularities in a crossed channel can be made plausible by 

considering the idealized explicitly dual Veneziano amplitude. Our 

distinction between ''peripheral'' and ~·nonperipheral'' contributions is 

in some ways analogous to Harari' s description of elastic scattering. 38 It 

differs, however, in that his "nonperipheral" contributions, arising 
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mainly from the direct channel background, build up the Pomeranchon 

singularity. At high energies, the Pomeranchon part is what survives 

for elastic processes. In our inelastic reactions we assume that the 

nonperipheral part is less and less important as the energy increases. 

There is no inconsistency between our view and Harari's. The idea that 

''nonperipheral" resonances are dual to lower-lying Regge singularities 

can be incorporated into Harari's scheme with no difficulty. 

The reader will have noted that we did not attribute the break-

down of EXD and other peculiarities of, the two reactions to high-lying 

cuts in the j-plane. Some reasons are: 

(l) The hint from Fig. 1.9 of the improvement of EXD at higher 

energies argues against important Regge cut contributions that distin-

guish betwe~n the two reactions. 

(2) Pomeranchon-Regge pole cuts calculated in EXD models give 

effects opposite to 1vha t is seen experimentally. On the other hand, 

lower-lying Reggeon-Reggeon cuts may contribute with the correct sign. 4? 
(3) The sum rules can be viewed as giving the behavior of the 

leading effective Regge singularities whatever they are. 

(4) Within a sum-rule calculation of the sort necessary here, 

nothing can be inferred about the specific nature of the j-plane 

singularities. 
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IV. THE HYBRID MODEL 

A. Explanation of the Model 

There are two separate assumptions we made in going from the 

sum rules (II.l) to the prediction of the high-energy observables. 

First we assumed that for v > v1 the imaginary parts of the amplitudes 

(±) a±(t) 
F (v,t) have the simple power law behavior (v/v0 ) , where 

c/(t) are effective trajectories. The second was the assumption that 

for v > v1 the real part of the amplitudes F(±)(v,t) are given by 

simply multiplying the imaginary part by 
+ na -cot 2 for T = +l and 

-
tan :n:a for T = -1 amplitudes. Suppose that these exists daughters 

2 

and/or lower lying Regge cuts which cannot be n~glected at the value of 

v1 chosen in the sum rule analysis. It might be true that the first 

assumption is still a better approxi~ation than the second. The hybrid 

model consists of using the first assumption to calculate the Regge 

residues from the FESR but to use this result only for the imaginary 

part of the amplitudes. The real parts are then calculated from fixed-t 

dispersion relations. We evaluate the fixed-t dispersion relations 

using a narrow resonance approximation as was done in evaluating the 

FESR's. 

The fixed-t dispersion relations are 

r )......,v,,.---
t-

, 
l l v) dv' ± 

v' - v + 
(IV.la) 

v' Im B(±)(v' ,t) {~· :: v 
± -v.,-' -~-v} dv' (IV.lb) 
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We assume that for v > v1 

(IV.2a) 

(IV .2b) 

where a±(t), b±(t), a±(t) h~we been determined from the FESR 

a.nalysis. For v < v
1 

we have 

Im A ' ( ± ) ( v , t ) L r.±(t) 6(v- v.) , 
l l 

i res 

Im B(±)(v,t) \ 6.±(t) 6(v - vi) == L l 

i res 

where we use the same narrow resonance approximation as we used in 

evaluating the FESR. We define 

= Re A' ( ±) ( v, t) - Re A • ( t) ( v t) 
Regge ' 

v Re B(±)(v,t) - v ReB(±) ( t) Regge v' · 

(Iv.4a) 

(IV.4b) 

The Regge amplitudes are shown in (II.6a,b). From the above dispersion 

relations we get 

{""--""\ 

M' (+)(v,t) 2 ' 
-- ;! 

·-·~ ... .....,~ 
i res 

X 

+ 
r. (t)v·. rvl 

2 + l l 

2 2 - ;_ a ( t )J 
v. - v 

l 0 

v' 
~:::-'---:::- d v ' ' '2 2 
v - v 

(.~-:-)a+(t) 
vo 

(IV. ')a) 



M'(-)(v,t) = 
\"" 

2v ) 
:n: L 

i res 
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l 
...,..I 2,---.,-2 d V I ' 

v - v 

2\ ;L 
+ 2 6. (t)v. 

l l 

i res 

2 2 
vi - v 

X vi 
•, ~.,...:.--.,.. dv' , 

1 2 2 
v - v 

X l 
--,-1 2:::----:-2 d V I • 

v - v 

(Iv.sc) 

(IV .5d) 

The integrals in the above expression can easily be computed numerically 

on a computer. We form 6 1 s corresponding to K-n ~:n:-A (unbarred) 

and +' + 
:n: n ~K A (barred) channels by taking 

M 1 (v,t) 

(IV.6c) 

M 1 (v,t) 

v~(v,t)} 

vlill( v, t) · 

(IV .6b) 
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The observables for K n ~n A are calcu~ated using 

Ahybrid(v,t) M' (v,t) + ARegge(v,t) 

v~ybrid(v,t) v6B(v,t) + vEL (v,t) -Hegge 

~ybrid(v,t) = 6A'(v,t) +A~ (v,t) -"Regge . 

v\ybrid(v,t) == vLill'(v,t) + vBR (v,t) . . egge (IV.?d) 

B.Results and Implications 

In Fig. 1.16 -we display M' and v6B (solid lines) and 

6A• and v6B (dashed lines) for fixed t as a function of v. We 

see that the 6's for the reaction + + n n ~K A are larger than the 

corresponding 6's for K-n ~n A. This becomes quite evident as v 

approaches v1 • Thus the hybrid model adds support to our assertion 

that the reaction K-n ~n-A can .be described in terms of simple Regge 

poles better than the reaction + + 
n n ~ K A. In Fig. 1.17 we show the 

predicted differential cross sections for K-n ~n A and n+n ~K+A 

at plab == 2.2 and 3.2 GeV/c. Although the effects of the 6's in 

(IV.?) die out rapidly as s is increased, the hybrid model does 

produce corrections in the direction desired. It gives differential 

cross sections with steeper slopes for + + - -n n ~ K A than for K n ~ -n: Ao 

One might also argue that if the trend of peripheral states dominating 

K n ~ n A and nonperipheral ones dominating + + 
:rrn~KA continues at 

higher energies then the fixed-t dispersion relations effects should 

.•. 
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also persist into the 4-5 GeV/c region. Thus, although the effects of 

the hybrid model are too small (at plab ~ 4-6 GeV/c) to give a 

quantative fit to the data, the model does support ideas mentioned 

earlier. 

To summarize, the hybrid model supports the following 

assertions: 

l. The reaction K-n ~ n A ·can be described well by a simple 

ei'fecti ve Regge "pole" model, whereas :n: +n ~ K+ A cannot. 

2. The differential cross section for the reaction c. n + n ~ K +A 

can be steeper than K n ~ :n: A even though the former receives a 

larger contribution from "nonperipheral" resonances (for v < v1 ). 

Obviously the next step would be to also abandon the assumption that 

for the imaginary part of the amplitude can be approximated - . 
by a simple pole. The sum rules are, however, not sufficiently accurate 

to determine the parameters of a more complicated model. 
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V. SUMMARY 

Using FESR's for the reactions K n -> n A and + + n n -7 K A we 

* ** determine the effective "pole" parameters of the K and K Regge 

trajectories from a knowledge of the low-energy resonances and their 

couplings. The resonance parameters and th~ D/(D +F) ratio for the 

+ l J 

baryon octet are varied somewhat to test the sensitivity of the high-
+ 

energy predictions; ~ octet couplings within the range of values found 

empirically in other reactions are preferred i~our solution. We find 

that the s-channel resonances in K n -7 rr A do add in such a way as to 

produce predominately real amplitudes at high energies as predicted by 

duality diagrams. We find, how;ver, that these predictions are not 

satisfiedexactly. Although the phases of both A' and B are small 

and independent of t for It! < 6.5 (GeV/c) 2 , the residues of the even 

and odd signature Regge poles are closely exchange degenerate only for 

the B amplitudes, and not for the A' amplitudes, thereby allowing 
! 

' - . -an appreciable polarization for K n--7 n A as is observed experimentally. 

The Regge pole parameters determined from the sum rules give a 

good fit to the reaction K-n -7 rr- A over a v:_ide range of erergies, 

whereas they are unable to fit + + rr n -7K A at intermediate energies. 

Comparison of the resonance contributions to K n -7 n-A and 

shows that "peripheral" resonances dominate the sum rules in the first 

reaction, while "nonperipheral" states are important in the second. 

By supposing that "peripheral" resonances are dual to the leading Regge 

singularities in the t channel, while "nonperipheral" resonances are 
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dual to lower-lying singularities, we are led to a rationale of why the 

simple model of two effective Regge poles is adequate for K n -7 n A 

even at intermediate energies, but inadequate there for + + 
n n -7 K A. We 

find further support for these ideas from a hybrid model which consists 

of determining the imaginary part of the amplitudes from FESR and the 

rea_l part from fixed-t dispersion relations. This model gives a semi

quantitative description of the different slopes of K-n -7 n A and 

+ + nn-7KA at 2-5 GeV/c. 
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Table I. Resonance Parameters 

Spin-parities, masses, total widths, and coupling strengths of resonances 

entering the sum rules. The sign of each resonant amplitude is given by 

¢· r 4 are the partial widths for 
' 1,2,), 

* -I: ~ K n, * -I: ~ n: A, * + N ~rr n, 

* + N ~K A, respectively. The main entries for each state are the values 

actually used in the sum rules. The numbers shovm in parantheses indicate 

the range found in different analyses. 

s-channel * (I: ) resonances 

Name ? 1>1( GeV) . r tot (GeV) 
1. 2 

(r1r 2 ) 2 x 10 (GeV) <Da 

-
2::(1670)~ 1.660 0.0~)0 0.5 -1 

(1.655-1.675) (o.ol+-o.o6) (0.28-0.66) 

-
2::(1750)~ 1.730 0.080 2.0 +l 

. (1. 730-1.764) ( o. o6 -o .10) · (0.9-2.5) 

2::(1765)~ 1.765 0.100 2.72 +l 

(1.755-1·775) (0.09-0.125) (2.0-3.12) 

+ 
2::(1915 )~ 1.895 0.070 0.49 +1 

(1.885-l. 935) (0.027-0.090) (0.27-1.2G) 

+ 
2::(1920)~ 1.920 0.170 2.)8 +1 

( 1. 900-2 • 000) (0.130-0.~50) (1.43-3·56) 
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Table I. (Continued-1). 
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Table I. (Continued-2). 

u-channel * (N ) resonances 

Name }' 
1 

l0
2

(GeV) Q>a M(GeV) rtot(GeV) (r r )2 
3 4 

- + 
N(l780)~ 1.751 0.22'7 1.1 +1 

(1.640-1.860) (0.160-0.450) (1.1-4.0) 

+ 
N(l86o)1 1.863 0.296 1.48 -1 2 

a 

b 

( L 840-1.900) (0.220-0.450) (1.1-3. 34) 

For those resonances listed in Table 3 of Levi-Setti (Ref. 22) our 

phases ¢ are uniformly of opposite sign from those determined from 

Levi-Setti's SU(3) ,sign of the resonant amplitude times the phase 

of the SU(2) Clebsch- GDrdan coefficient (using his stated conven-

tion of the ordering of the baryon and ~eson). This overall sign 

dif~erence is obviously of no consequence; it arises from different 

choices of signs for the isospin states for rr+ relative to 

K relative to K+ more appropriate in s-u crossing. 

The N(l675) and N(l688) couple very weakly, if at all, to the 

K+A channel. Their presence has little effect on the high-energy 

diff'erential cross section at small t, but the indicated small 

amounts improve the behavior at ltl > 0.5 (GeV/c) 2 • 

' I 

and 
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Table II. Widths for the decay of a baryon a of mass M and spin-

1 
2 

d. 
2 

parity Jp into a 
1+ 
'2 baryon b of mass m and a 0 meson of mass 

~' and the Lagrangians used in calculating the widths. (The symbols 

p and E are the c.m. momentum and energy, respectively, of the 

final baryon. ) 

Langrangian Width r 

• I 

I' 
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.. Table III. Pole term contributions to Im A, Im B, Im A, and Im B • 

•· 
Jp s channel · 

1+ 
Im A(v,t) -:rr(g~rKl:* gl:*An/4m)(2M2:* - m - m') 6( v - v2::*) 2 

Im B(v,t) rr(gNK2::* g2::"*/\rr/2m) o( v - v2::*) 

+ 

"(flrii<J:* gl:•A/611l>1~ ," ){5[Ml:* + }(m + m' ) ]p sp ~ cos Q 
8 

3 Im A(v,t) 2 

+ [M,:* - ~(m + m')] (Es + m) (E~ + m' 15( v - vl:*) 

Im B(v,t) = rr (gllli'a:* g2::"*/\/6mp!l') 

X {5P p' cos Q - (E s s s s + m)(E' s + m' )} 5( v - v2::*) 

Jp u channel 

1+ 
Im A(v,t) -rr(gNrrN"*· gN-l<"f\K/4rn) (2MN* - m - m') 6( v - ~N*) 2 

Im B( v, t) == J( (gNrrN* gN*AK/2m) 6 ( v - ~N*) 

.,. 

1 Im A(v,t) :n:(gNrrN* gN*/\K/4m)(2~* + m + m') 6( v - ~N) 2 == 

Im B(v,t) = rr(gNrrN* gN*/\K/2m) 6(v - ~ *) N 



Table III (Continued). 

u channel 

~ Im A(v,t) = n(gNHN* l!rr•AJ6114'"' )P[-~* + ~(m + m' )]pup~ cos gu 

- [~* + ~(m + m') ](Eu - m)(E~ - m' 15( v - VN*) 

Im B( v, t) = " ( gNnN * gN *AKjGmw' )~pup~ cos g u 

- (Eu - m )(E~ - m' 15( v 

I ' 
I I 
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Table IV. Poles lying below threshold. 

•· 
Name Mass (l.~ev) SU(3) Multiplet D/(D .+F) Reference 

s channel 

1+ 
L:(l197)2 1197 octet 0.6 canonical value 

+ 
L:(l385)~ 1385 decuplet 

u channel 

I 

+ 
N(938)~ 938 octet 0.6 canonical value 

' + 
1 

1470 0.6 a N(l470)- octet 
2 

N(l51B)~ 1520 octet 0.565 Levi-Setti (ref. 22) 

-1 
N(l550}- 1535 octet 1.96 Levi-Setti (ref. 22) 

2 

a We estimated this from the decays N(l470) -? Nn and N(l470) -?NT). 

ll 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1.1. Duality diaGrams for K n ~ n A: (a) Nonplanar s-t duality 

diagram; (b) and (c), planar s-u and u-t diagrams; (d) 

t-channel Regge exchanges. 

F . 1 2 Diagrams defining the kinematic variables for ·K n ~ rr A and lg. . ~ 

+ + 
rr n ~ K A. 

Fig. 1.3. Complex v plane showing schematically the locations of poles, 

· uni tari ty cuts, and the physical regions for K-n ~ rr- A and 

the crossed reaction, 

Fig. 1.4. SU(3) coupling constants for the pseudos~alar meson-baryon-
1 + ' 

baryon vertices of the - · ·baryon octet as a function of 
2 

D/(D + F). The 1\NN coupling constant is defined by 

g
2/4n = 14.6, corresponding to 0 

g[p ~ n p] = 13.55. The points 

with "errors" indicate ranges of the indicated coupling constants 

found by Kim (K), Ref. 21, Zovko (z), Ref. 20, and Chan and 

Meiere (C+M), Ref. 23. The arrow indicates the canonical 

theoretical value of D/(D + F) = 0.6; the dashed line 

at 0.675 is our preferred value. 

Fig. 1.5. Effects of variation of coupling constants on the high-energy 

I I 

I 

differential cross section for A. . The data shown are 

4 
those of Yen et al. at 4.5 GeV/c. The upper curves (ordinate 

scale on the right) show the effects of varying the D/(D + F) 

ratio for the N(938) and L:(ll97) pole terms. The numbers 

beside the curves are the values of D/(D +F). The lower 

curves (ordinate scale ,on the left) show the effects of 

different L:-(1385) ~K-n couplings, with D/(D +F)= 0.675 
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for N and L: poles and the other resonance parameters fixed 

from ex-periment. The numbers beside the curves are values of 

-1 - -
~ g [ L: ( 13 85 ) -: K n ] • 

Fig. 1.6. Comparison of calculated and experimental differential cross 

sections for K-n -: ~-h at 3.0, 3.9, and 4.s GeV/c. 

Fig. 1. 7. Comparison of calculated and experimental A polarization for 

K n -: n A. Solid squares are the data of Yen et al. 4 at 4.s 

GeV/c. Crosses are the data of Barloutaud et a1. 3 at 3.0 

GeV jc. The solid (dashed) curve is for K-n-: n-A + + (nn-:KA) 

and is essentially energy-independent. 

Fig. 1.8. Predictions of the A and R parameters for K-n -: n A at 

Fig. 1.9. 

4.5 GeV/c (s.olid curve) and 9 GeV/c (dashed curve). 

da Slope parameters of dt versus s. Same as Fig. 7 of Lai 

and Louie,S but with the SLAC results28 (solid triangles) and 

our calculated slope for K n-: n A (dashed curve) added. 

References for the remaining data are found in Table 3 of 

Ref. 5· 

Fig. 1.10. Regge residue~ a±(t), b±(t) of the t-channel nonflip and 

flip amplitudes, respectively, as functions of t. The zeros 

+ of a and b define the vanishings of the trajectories 

-and a , as indicated by the vertical dashed lines. Exact 

exchange degeneracy implies + a = -a , b + = -b-. 

Fig. 1.11. Phases of the high-energy amplitudes A' and B for 

K n -: n-A, and A' and B for + + 
11 n -: K A as functions of 

+ a 

t. Duality diagrams predict zero phase for A' and B, and 

• 
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a phase -ina(t) for A' and B. The dashed line gives 

the average phase, -in(a+(t) + a-(t))/2, for comparison. 

Fig. 1.12. Real and imaginary parts of the s-channel helicity nonflip 

and flip amplitudes for the reaction K n ~ :n: A (solid 

curves) and + + 
:n: n ~ K A (dashed curves) at 

GeVjc. 

Fig. 1.13. Distribution in t of zeros in the contributions from 

indiv~dual resonances to the sum rules for v Im A'(+) and 

vIm B(-)o The number beside each symbol is the mass of 

Fig. 1.14. 

the resonance. The arrows on the right indicate the zeros 

in the LHS of the A'(+) sum rule (a) and the B(-) sum 

! ( +) 
rule (b). The contributions to the A sum rule from 

* * * the N (1780), N (1860), and I: (1920), with zer·os near 

t = -0.5, are :relatively unimportant. 

* Exchange degeneracy of low-energy I: resonances. Upper 

half shows I:a' I:~, I:0 , L:Y baryon states on two, rather 

than four, trajectdries. Lower spin states are indicated 

with open circles. Lower half of the figure shows contri-

butions to Im B sum rule at 2 
t = m * . 

K 
The contributions 

along each trajectory are seen to vary smoothly, apart from 

the EXD alternation in sign. The interval indicated by 

arrows is the range covered in the analysis of Ferra-Luzzi 

et al. 33 

Fig. 1.15. Comparis~m of polarization at 3.9 GeV/c. Solid and dashed 

curves are the results of our calculation for K-n ~n A 

and + + n n ~ K A respectively. At small jtj, the observed 

' 

·• 

··"' 
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polarizations have the same sign, contrary to our predictions 

or those of any model involving only one Regge pole of each 

signature. 

Fig. 1.16. Plot of 6A' (v,t) and 6A' (v,t) (upper curves) as a 

function of v for fixed t = 0 and t == -Ool2, and a 

plot of vhE(v,t) and vLB(v,t) (lower curves) as a 

function of v for fixed t = 0 and t = -0.12." 

Fig. lol7 The hybrid model prediction of the differential cross 

section as a function of - t for K-n --> rr- A (solid curves) 

and 
+ + 

:n:n->KA (dashed curves) at 

GeV/c. 
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Part 2 

... PION-NUCLEON CHARGE-EXCHANGE POLARIZATION: 

REGGE CUTS, DAUGHTERS, OR BOTH? 

\ 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The differential cross section for can.be fitted 

well in terms of a single p Regge pole exchange in the t-channel. 

The experimentally observed nonzero polarization, on the other hand, 

cannot be explained by the p alone. For years it has been believed 

that the polarization could be understood in terms of tne interference 

between the p pOle and the pomeron-rho Regge cut (P·p) or in terms 

of the interference between the p and another trajectory with the 

same quantum numbers but whose intercept is approximately l/2 unit lower 

(called the p' ). Most people favored the former explanation believing 

the p' to be simply a manifestation of cut effects. Assuming that the 

present day prescription for calculating pomeron-Regge pole cuts is 

roughly correct, we show that one is not able to fit the new charge-

exchange polarization with Regge cuts and the p-alone. This is true in 

spite of the great flexibility one has in the way the p is paramet-

erized and in the strength of the cuts (i.e., strong or weak version). 

We propose a model for understanding high-energy two-body 

collisions and investigate the models ability to fit the new charge-

exchange polarization. The model has the following features: 

l. We assume EXD holds exactly for bare Regge poles (i.e.,· 

p - A2 , p ' - w, etc . ) • 

2. We assume that secondary trajectories are present and 

important at intermediate energies. We assume the secondaries lie 

one unit below the primary poles as predicted by the Veneziano model. 

3· We assume the secondaries or daughters occur in EXD pairs. 

(i.e., the p' is EXD with the A2_, where from now on p' refers to a 

trajectory with the same quantum numbers as the p but lying ~ 

unit down.) 
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4. We assume pomeron-Regge cuts are important in that they 

"break" the above EXD scheme. This allows amplitudes which by duality 

arguments might be purely real, to develop an imaginary part. 

We will discuss this model in more detail in Part 4. In this part we 

study n:-p ----7 n:0n which only has trajectories with signature ,- = -1 

contributing. Thus there is no EXD partner for the, p and p' and 

strictly speaking no real need to include the P•p and P·p' cuts. 

The 0 n: p ~n: n polarization can be fitted with just a p and a p' 

pole. However, to be consistent with our overall hypotheses (1-4) we 

must include the cuts. It would be inconsistent to use P•R cuts in 

- -
K n ~ n: 1\. (Part 3 ) where they are truly needed to fit the polariza-

tion, but to assume they are absent in 0 
n: p ~ n: n. Thus we investigate 

the possibility of understanding the 0 n: p ~ n: n data in terms of a p 

and a p' pole plus P·R and P·p' cuts. 

In Sec. II we explain the method of calculation including the 

ways used to parameterize the pomeron and the Regge pole contributions. 

We also discuss the data used in the fits and the minimization scheme. 

In Sec. III we discuss the results\and in Sec. IV we summarize our 

results and make conclusions .. All the kinematical quantities used are 

defined in Appendix A with m = M , 
p 

m' = M , 
n fl' = M o· 

n: 
The 

normalizations and definitions of the various amplitudes are given in 

Appendix B. 
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II. METHOD OF CALCULATION 

A. Cut Calculations, Regge Parametrizations, 

Parametrizations of the Pomeron 

The s-channel helicity amplitudes are given by 

++ 
H -(s,t) 

s 
(ILl) 

where 
++ ++ 

~ - and He - correspond to the Regge pole and cut amplitudes, 

respectively. Our choice of normalization for 

Appendix B. We calculate the pomeron-rho cut 

H+± is given in 
s 

(Pop) using 

~ ++ ( ) ++ ( ) ~ L (2J + l)[hJ(P) s hJ(p) s 
+- +; J 

+ hJ(P)(s)hJ(p)(s)]d1~~(zs)' 
J 

where 

with i = P,p and 

Il 
1 ++ J 
-2 H(:)(s,z ) d,~(z ) 

1. s ~ s 
1 . 

dz 
s 

z = cos 9 . In the above formulas 
s s 

(II.2) 

(II.3) 

++ 
H.p - stands 

for the pomeron contribution to the s-channel helicity amplitudes for 

0 0 n p ~n p or n n ~ n n (we assume for convenience that they are 

equal). The amplitudes 
+± 

H are the s-channel helicity amplitudes 
p 

from the exchange of a p Regge trajectory in the reaction 

- 0 n p --) n n. 

We parameterize the pomeron amplitudes by 

++ 
~ (s,t) = -(2P/W) 4nAC 

~At -inapt/2 
i s e 2 e . (n.4a) 
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or 

++ +~At 
~ (s,t) = -(2p/W) 4nAC s e 2 (i + E) 

and 

+-
Hp (s,t) 0 

where ~(t) l +apt. The optical theorem says 

= -(l/2pW) Im H+l+ t· (s,O) . e as 1c 

(II.4b) 

(II.4c) 

Thus, assuming that the eiastic amplitude is dominated by the pomeron, 

we have from (II.4a) or (II.4b) 

cr = 4nAC • tot (II.5) 

The p~rameter A is roughly the slope of the elastic differaction 

peak. We take A and C as follows: 

Plab A(Gev-2 ) c 

5·0 8.6 0.695 

5·85 8.8 0.66 

8.0 9-25 0.61 

13-3 9.6 0.57 ' (n.6) 

where we have included the slight energy dependences of A and c. 

Unless otherwise stated we take the slope of the pomeron to be 0.5 

(i.e., ap = 0.5). 

We parameterize the p-pole in terms of the t-channel nonflip 

and flip amplitudes A' and B (see Appendix B for their exact 

definition). We write 
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ex (t) 
A'(v,t) = (-1/2) a(t)(v/v0 ) P (i +tan (nex /2))/r(ex + 1) 

p p p 

. (II. 7a) 

ex (t) 
vB (v,t) = (--{2) b(t)(v/v0 ) p (i + tan(nex /2)/r(ex + 1), p ' p p 

where v = (s - u)/4m and (-\!2) is the isospin factor for 

0 
n p ~ n n. In the above expressions v

0
. is a scale factor 

If we do not vary s0 , we take 

(II. 7b) 

s0 = 1 GeV. (II.9) 

The p trajectory intercept is taken to be 0.55 so 

ex (t) = 0.55 + ex' t , 
p p 

(II.lO) 

where we leave ex' as a free parameter. It is important to note that 
p 

the factor 1/r(ex + 1) in the above formula is crucial. The term 

tan(nex/2) has poles at ex= -1,-3,-5,··· • ·These poles are cancelled 

by the zeros of 1/r(ex + 1) producing an amplitude that is regular. 

In most high-energy fits one is only concerned with the region 

0.55 ~ex~ -1.0 and hence 1/r(ex + 1) is often replaced by (ex+ 1). 

In calculating the partial-wave projections (II.3) needed in forming 

the cut amplitude one must integrate over the whole physical region 

(1 ~cos gs ~ -1). At plab = 5.0 GeV/c this corresponds to 

(0 ~ ltl ~ 14.2 (GeV/c)
2

) or 0.55 ~ exs ~ -13. Thus we cannot make 

the above replacement and must keep the exact factor 1/r(ex + 1) in 

order not to have spurious tachyon poles within the region of 
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integration in (II.3). In performing the calculation we have written 

(i + tan ~a)lr(a + 1). 
[ l 

r ( 1 _ a )t i~a na i + ...... ("':'"1_--~-o_s__:.n.:..;;.a..L)J , 

(II .11) 

where we used the fact that 

r(a) r(l - a) J1 

sin na 

We perform the partial-wave projections (II.3) on a CDC 6600 

computer using a 96 point Gaussian integration and sum the partial-

wave series (II.2) keeping 61 partial waves. In all cases we check to 

see that the partial waves with J > 61 are indeed small and can be 

neglected. 

B. Data Selection, Minimization Scheme 

We choose to fit the new polarization data from 

1 CERN at 5.0 and 8.0 GeVIc. This gives a total of 16 polarization data 

points. In addition we fit the n-P _.nOn differential cross section 

2 
data of Sonderegger et al. at 5. 85 GeV I c and 13.3 GeV I c giving an 

additional 32 data points. 

We vary relevant parameters in the hope of finding a suitable 

fit to the above data as measured by 2 X • We use a minimization scheme 

developed by Marquardt3 which combines a gradient search with an 

analytical solution developed from linearizing the fitting function. 

The derivatives needed for the gradient search are calculated 

numerically~ 
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III. RESULTS 

A. Weak Cut Model 

For the weak cut model we assume that b(t) in (II.7b) contains 

an explicit factor of a (t) (i.e., the nonsense wrong-signature 
p 

factor). We take 

a(t) = (III.la) 

b(t) = (III.lb) 

where the p residues a(t) and b(t) are defined in (II. 7a,b). 

The factor of ap(t) in the parametrization of a(t) is not strictly 

needed (a = 0 is a wrong-signature point of the p trajectory, 
p 

see Appendix F). However, if we assume the p to be exchange 

degenerate with the A2, which must have an a factor to eliminate 

the tachyon, then a(t) must also have such a factor. We use the 

parametrization of the pomeron (II.4a), where A and C are given 

and and try and fit the n:N charge exchange data discussed in 

Sec. II. If we include only the differential cross section data 

(32 points) in our minimization search we get 

t 
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Solution 1 

rl 13.42 (Gevf
1 

r2 = 3.09 (Gevjc)-2 

r3 109.7 (GeV)-l 

r4 
I -2 0 • 461 -( Ge V c) 

A.++ = 1.55 

A.+- 0.47 

ex' 0.947 (GeV/c)-2 
p 

so = 1.174 GeV 

2 
36/32 DF (III. 2) X. 

Although we get a good fit to the differential cross section 

v1e see from Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 thatthepredicted polarization is in 

violent disagreement with the recent CERN data. If we include the 16 

polarization points in the minimization search and vary the same 8 

parameters above, the resulting solution has x.2 
= 138/48 DF. The 

polarization for this solution still has the two zeros of solution 1, 

but the dip at ltl ~ 0.5 is not as deep. Obviously this version of 

the weak cut model is unable to fit simultaneously the differential 

cross section and the new polarization data. 

It is enlighting to study solution 1 in more detail and to 

understand why the polarization shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 behaves the 

way it does. In Fig. 2.3 we plot the magnitudes and phases of the 

t-channel amplitudes A' and B for the p-Regge pole and the pop 

cut. The polarization is given by 

'* P <X! Im[A ( vB)] 
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Writing A' and vB as a sum of Regge pole qnd P·p cut (i.e., 

'* Im[A ( vB ) ] '* '* '* 
+ Im[Ap (vBC)J + Im[AC (vBP)J + Im[AC (vBC)J • p cc 

p p 

(III.3) 

The first term is identically zero since A' and vB have the .same 
p p 

phase. Because the cuts are relatively small and almost in phase we 

can neglect the fourth term and because vB~A~ is large (a fact 

supported by FESR) we have 

'* P cc Im[AC ( vB P)] + smaller terms (III. 4) 

We see from Fig. 2.3 that A' c and vB 
p 

are 180° out of phase at 

\tl = 0.2 thus producing the first zero in the polarization. This can 

be understood very simply as follows. Let 

A' r 
i¢c 

c = c e 

i¢ 
vB r e P 

p p 

and define 

'\jr = ¢c - ¢ P + n: 

Then using (III.4) we get 

p cc rc rp sin '\jr . 

At t = 0 ¢ = 225° and '\jr 
p 

positive for small \t\). As 

is small and positive (because 

It! increases A(;, and B 
p 

(III.5a) 

(III.5b) 

(III.5c) 

(III.6) 

P is 

rotate 

counterclockwise in the complex plane with the pole rotating faster than 

the cut. We have illustrated this in Fig. 2.5. Soon (\tl = 0.2-0.4) 
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the pole and cut become 180° out of phase and the polarization becomes 

zero and then goes negative. The second zero in the polarization is due 

to the ex (t) 
• p 

factor in ·vB 
p 

causing it to vanish at ex (t) = o 
.P 

We have supplied Fig. 2.4 for those who perfer to study the 

behavior of the s-channel helicity amplitudes. 

or 

The obvious way around the above dilemma would be to have 1J.r 

at t = 0 large enough so that the pole could not catch up and 

be 180° out of phase until t "" -0.6 or greater. Then presumably the 

polarization could be large and positive for 0 < ltl ~ 0.6 as 

observed experimentally. The trouble is that <J.r(t = 0) depends on 

the parametrization of the pomeron (Ir.4) (i.e., A, C, exp, E) among 

.other things. Using reasonable parameters for the pomeron it is not 

possible to make <!r(t = 0) very large. Thus, one cannot avoid the 

behavior for the polarization seen in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 unless one is 

willing to change drastically the nature of the pomeron. For example, 

using (II.4a) one must take 

to fit the polarization data or using (II.4b) one needs 

ii) E "=' -4 . 

The first is obviously ridiculous. The second produces a pomeron that 

is predominantly real. We also tried relaxing the assumption that the 

pomeron is purely helicity nonflip (II.4c). We let 

1 lat, 
-(t)2 cr i s e2 (III. 7) 
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and varied 0 and a in addition to the other parameters in 

solution l. We found we needed -2 
0 ~ 40 GeV and a ~ 1.0 to fit the 

data including the new polarization results. Admittedly, including the 

P' increases the amount of s-channel flip amplitude present from that 

of the pomeron alone. However, the above necessary to fit the 

data is roughly 10 times larger (at JtJ ~ 0.5) than the contribution 

+-to H from the sum of P and P' as deduced in the analysis of 
s 

Barger and Phillips. 4 Thus we see that in order to fit the new charge-

exchange polarization data with a weak cut model we have to give up 

either our belief that the pomeron is predominately imaginary or that it 

is predominately helicity nonflip in the s-channel. We are not willing 

to accept either of these choices. 

The behavior of the polarization in solution l is quite general. 

Removing the ex (t) 
p 

factor in a(t) (broken EXD) does not improve 

the fit to the polarization, nor does using more complicated parametri-

zations of the p residues. Similar behavior of the polarization is 

found in the weak cut model solutions of Arnold and Blackmon;5 G. 

Cohen-Tannoudji et al.;6 and also recently by R. Hong Tuan, J. M. 

Kaplan, and G. Sanguinetti.7 

B. Strong Cut Model 

For the strong cut model we have no ex (t) factors in the 
p 

b(t) 

residue. We take 

a(t) = (III.8a) 

b(t) (III.8b) 

We parameterize the pomeron as in (n.4a), where A and C are given 

by (rr.6), and exp = 0.5. We vary c c A A ex' and l' 2' ++' +-' p' 

.. 
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If we use only the differential cross section data in the minimization 

search we get: 

o:' 
p 

Solution 2 

== 

== 

-1 7.03 (GeV) 

1.2 

1.9 

-2 
1.16 (GeV/c) 

s0 0.967 GeV 

2 
X == 53/32 DF (III ·9) 

From·Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 we see that solution 2 has difficulties 

similar to solution l in fitting the new charge-exchange polarization. 

If we include the polarization data in the minimization search we get 

a solution with very similar properties but 2 X = 124/48 DF. The fit 

to the differential cross section for solution 2 is not as good as 

solution 1, which is not surprising since we are using 2 less free 

parameters. Nonetheless, solution 2 exhibits properties similar to 

other strong cut model solutions with more complicated parametrizations 

of the residues. For example, the original strong cut solution of 

8 F. Henyey et al. has similar difficulties fitting the new polarization. 

In their paper they use a simple parametrization of the p s-channel 

helicity amplitudes, which corresponds to a fairly complicated 

parametrization of the t-channel amplitudes A' 
p 

and vB • 
p 

The behavior of the polarization in the strong cut model is 

not as easily explained as that of the weak cut model. From Fig. 2.3 

we find that because vBC is larger in this model that both the second 
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and third terms in (III.3) are important in understanding_ the polariza-

tion, we now have 

and it is the interplay between these two terms which causes the first 

zero of the polarization. The second zero is due primarily to the 

fact that A' c becomes 180° out of phase with vB 
p 

and vBC . becomes 

180° out of phase with A'. 
p 

However, for the term 

'* Im[AC (vBC)] is not entirely negligible. To fit the new polarization 

one must perform contortions on H +± 
p similar to those needed in the 

weak cut model. 

The s-channel helicity amplitudes for solution 2 are shown in 

Fig. 2.4. 

C. Daughters 

Because of the above difficulties in fitting the new nN 

charge-exchange polarization with a p-pole alone plus Regge cuts we 

are left with three possibilities. Either the presently used prescrip-

tion for calculating Regge cuts is wrong or there exists other trajec-

tories besides the p which contribute to or both~ As 

discussed in the introduction, we assume that there exists a trajectory 

with the same quantum numbers as the p but lying one unit down (we 

call it the p' ). We parameterize the p according to the EXD 

prescription (III. la,b) and include the P·p and P•p' cuts. We 

parameterize the pomeron according to (II. 4a) with A and C given 

by (II.6) and take ap = 0.5. Assuming the daughters have the same 

residue structure as the parents (III. la,b), we take 



a , ( t) 
p 
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(III.:J-Oa) 

(III .lOb) 

We include both the n-P ~ n°n differential cross section and polariza-

tion points (total of 48) in a minimizational search and vary r 1 , r 2 , 

a•·. 
p 

The resulting solution is 

Solution ~ 

-1 (GeV) -l rl 9.63 (GeV) ~ = 97·5 

r2 6.97 (GeV/cf
2 

d2 I -2 3·3 (GeV c) 

r3 = 113.0 (GeV) -l, 
~ = 521.1 ( GeV) -l 

. -2 -2 
r4 = 1.0 (GeVjc) d4 = 0.719 (GeV/c) 

A.++ = 1.35 

A.+- l.ll 

a' = 0.867 (GeVjc)-2 
p 

2 
43/48 DF (III.ll) X. 

where a (0) = 0.55 and a r(t) =a (t) - l. Notice that we have used 
p p p 

-the same f..+± factor for both the P•p and the P•p' cuts. The 

polarization of solution 3 is shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. We see this 

solution fits the polarization quite well at 5 GeVjc. The fit at 8 

GeV/c is not as good. The peak in the polarization has not moved over 

enough nor become as sharp,as the data might indicate. The x.2 is, 

however, acceptable and we await better data truly to test this model. 

It is interesting to note that if we allow a' 
p 

and 

separately they choose to be approximately the same. 

a' p' 
to very 

I 
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For there is some evidence from FESR that the 

contribution to the t-channel nonflip amplitude from lower lying 

trajectories vanishes at t = o. 4 This leads one to parameterize the 

p ' as follows : 

b 1 (t) 
p 

(III.l2a) 

(III .12b) 

These residues imply that the p' is a conspiring Lorentz pole with 

quantum numbers M = 1, T = -1.9 We get an equally good fit using the 

residues (III.l2) as we do using the residues (III.lO)(solution 3). We 

are unable to get as good a fit using just 

However, fits with more complicated residues such as 

a , (t) 
p 

are surely possible, although we did not try residues of this form. 

In a recent analysis of rr-p charge exchange R. HansonlO found that a 

p with a conspiring p' fit the data considerably better than cut 

models. It is difficult to place much weight on his work, however, 

because he ignored the result of FESR that 

positive at t ~ 0. 

vB /A' 
p p 

D. The A and R Parameters for 

is large and 

In a recent paper, Halzen and Michae111 extract the moduli and 

relative phases of the rrN scattering amplitudes directly from 6 GeV/c 

data. They then use this information to predict the R parameter for 

0 
n: p ~rr n at 6 GeV/c. In Fig. 2.6 we compare the A and R parameter 

\ 



.. 
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for our three solutions with the values calculated using the amplitudes 

taken from the analysis of Halzen and Michae1.
11 

We see that solu

tions l and 2 give quite different predictions for the R parameter. 

This has been proposed as a way of distinguishing between the strong 

and weak cut models. 12 Solution 3 fits the predicted R values quite 

well except for the last point. The definition of the A and R 

parameters is given in Appendix E. 

It is difficult to evaluate the significance of agreement or 

disagreement of our solutions with Halzen and Michael's results because 

of the presence of quadratic ambiguities in the determination of their 

amplitudes and their use of a smoothness criterion for choosing among 

the solutions as they move out in jtj. This is in addition to 

experimental uncertainties in the data . 
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IV o SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We find that we are unable to fit the new. nN charge exchange 

polarization with a p ·pale alone plus the P•p Regge cut. This 

appears to be a rather general conclusion resulting from present day 

cut prescriptions and the restriction of using a reasonable pomeron. 

Recently Coleman and Johnson13 did fit the new nN charge-exchange 

polarization data with a p pole plus cut, but their cut was a phenom-

enological parametrization, not calculated from any model. Their 

cut parametrization can not be reproduced using present 

day cut calculation prescriptions unless one resorts to using a 

pomeron with ridiculous properties. (One must take a pomeron that is 

predominately real or one with a tremendously large s-channel flip 

amplitude.) 

There has been much discussion recently about the possible 

14 importance of Regge-Regge cuts. However, if one believes that the 

cut due to the exchange of two Regge poles with signature Tl and 

has signature Tl•T2' then the p•p cut does not contribute to 

n-p 0 scattering. Q,ui te apart from the question of signature, ~nn 

the calculated p-p cut is too small to be of any importance. 

In light of the failures of the above models we propose a 

T2 

model that consists of a p and p' trajectory (one unit below) and 

include both the P•p and P•p' cuts. We find that such a model 

does have the freedom to fit the :n:-p ~:n:On differential cross section 

and the new polarization data. As is often the case it is difficult to 

ascertain whether we have arrived at a model that is fundamentally more 

correct or have just introduced enough free parameters until we can fit 

anything. Nonetheless, it is clear that if present day cut 

·' 
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prescriptions are roughly correct (especially the phase relationships) 

than something more than the p trajectory and cuts are needed to fit 

the n-P ~n°n polarization. In the past when one Regge trajectory 

did not fit the data the traditional way out was simply to add another 

trajectory. We can be accused of this practice, but point to. the 

Veneziano model as evidence for the existence of daughter trajectories 

accompanying all Regge poles. The fact that a p' seems necessary does 

not, however, imply that the Regge cuts (P·p and P•p') are unimpor

tant. We consider the p and p' as bare poles not effective poles. 

We thus also include the P·p and P·p' cuts. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 2.1. Comparison of the calculated polarization for rc p ~ rcOn at 

5.0 GeV/c for solution l (weak cut model, p + P•p cut), 

solution 2 (strong cut model, p + P·p cut), and solution 3 

(p + p 1 + P·p + P•p 1
) with the new data of Guisan et al. 

(Ref. 1). 

Fig. 2.2. Same as Fig. 2.1 but at 8.0 GeVjc. 

Fig. 2.3. Magnitudes and phases of the contributions to the t-channel 

amplitudes A1 and vB of the p pole (subscript p) and 

the P·p cut (subscript C) for solution l (weak cut model) 

and solution 2 (strong cut model) at 5.0 GeV/c. 

Fig. 2.4. Magnitudes and phases of the contributions to the s-channel 

h l . 't l't d Hs+± of the e lCl y amp l u es p pole (subscript p) 

and the P·p cut (subscript C) for solution l (w,eak cut 

model) and solution 2 (strong cut model) at 5.0 GeV/c. 

Fig. 2o5• Diagram illustrating the relationship in the complex plane 

between the cut amplitude and the p pole amplitude 

vB • The arrows along the circumference indicate the rela
P 

tive speeds of rotation of the vectors as jtj increases. 

Fig. 2.6. Comparison of the A and R parameters from solution l 

(weak cut model), solution 2 (strong cut model), and solu

tion3 (p+p 1 +P•p+P·p 1 )withthe A and R parameters 

calculated from the analysis of Halzen and Michael (Ref. 11). 
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Part 3 

REGGE CUT MODELS IN K-n --') n A AND + + 
nn.-7KA: 

REGGE-REGGE CUTS VERSUS DAUGHTERS 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In Fig'. 1.15 we show the polarizations for the reaction 

K n ~~A the line-reversed reaction + + n n ~K A at 3·9 GeV/c. As we 

pointed out in Part l Sec. III C, the fact that the polarization for 

the two reactions has the same sign for small /t/ indicates that more 

* ** than the two Regge poles K and K has to be exchanged in the 

t-channel. These polarizations can be understood simply in terms of a 

* ** model with an exchange degenerate K and K pair plus absorptive 

corrections (i.e., * ** l 2 P·K and P·K cuts). ' The explanation is 

easily understood by examining Fig. 3.1.3 For the channel K n ~ n A, 

** * ** * K + K is purely real and the P•(K + K ) cut slowly rotates 

counterclockwise in the complex plane as /t/ increases. Thus the 

polarization, which is roughly proportional to sin w, is positive and 

slowly increases as /t I increases. For the channel + + 
n n ~ K A, 

** * -ina K - K has a rotating phase e At t 0 the cut is slightly 

more than 180° out of phase with the pole. As /t/ increases both the 

** * pole and the P·(K - K) cut rotate counterclockwise with the pole 

rotating faster. Soon the pole and cut become 180° out of phase produ-

cing a zero in the polarization at /t/ ~ 0.2-0.4. The polarization 

then becomes negative and continues to increase in magnitude. Although 

** * ** * the interference between the K ± K pole and the P·(K ± K ) cut 

seems a natural explanation for the behavior of'the polarizations in 

K-n ~n-A and n+n ~K+A, these cu~s produce effects on the differen-

tial cross sections opposite to what is seen experimentally. The 

P· (K * ** ** * + K ) cut is larger than the P•(K - K ) . cut. 
real rotatmg 

** * This is because (K - K ) has oscillations which tend to rotating 

make the convolution integral smaller. Both cuts mainly subtract 

dcr( - - ) dcr( + + ) from the pure pole terms thus giving . dt K n ~ n A < dt n n ~ K A 
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in contradiction to the data. We are left with the following questions: 

l. What can we include in the model that will produce an 

effect on the differential cross sections large enough to be compatible 

with the experimental data? [It will have to overcome the effects of 

** * the P • (K ± K ) cuts;] 

2. Will the effect die out as> plab increases so that 

dcr dcr 
dt ~ dt at very large plab? 

3. Will such a mechanism allow us to maintain our simple 

explanation of the polarizations? 

4. Will the result be consistent with the FESR results of 

Part l? 

We will discuss two models in the hope of finding the answers 

to the above questions. In Sec. II we discuss a model with exchange 

** * degenerate K and K trajectories plus pomeron-Regge cuts plus 

Regge-Regge cuts. In Sec. III we discuss a model with exchange degen-

** * erate K and K trajectories, plus pomeron-Regge cuts plus an 

*' **' exchange degenerate pair of daughter trajectories the K and K 

We summarize our results and draw conclusions in Sec. IV. Our notation, 

conventions, and normalizations are found in Appendices A-E. 
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II. REGGE-REGGE CUTS 

A. Discussion of the Prescription Used in 

Calculating Regge-Regge Cuts 

We use a model for calculating Regge cuts that was recently 

formulated by C. Q.uigg. 
4 

The recipe for calculating the cut arising from 

two-Reggeon exchange is a modification of the absorptive prescription. 

The model, however, satisfies s-u crossing, a property not shared by 

the older absorption model prescription. 

The Regge-cut contribution to the s-channel helicity amplitudes 

for the reaction ab ~cd arising from the exchange of Regge pole (1) 

and Regge pole (2) has four terms as shown in Fig. 3.2. We are inter-

ested in the case where particles a and c are pseudoscalar mesons 

and particles · b and d . 1 are
1 

spJ.n-2 

to the box graph (A) is given by 

where 

baryons. The cut amplitude due 

(II.l) 

1 +± Il 

2 Hs(i)(PB ~P'B' · s z ) dJ11 (z )dz . 
' ' s ~?2 s s 

1 
(II.2) 
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In the above expression 

are the s-channel helicity amplitudes for the reaction PB ~P 1 B' due 

to the exchange of a Regge pole (i) in the t-channel. Box graph (B) 

is calculated from (II.l) with the replacement 1 ~ 2. In this model 

one must also include the crossed graphs :(c) and (D). .It is the inclu-

sion of these graphs that allows the model to satisfy s-u crossing. 

The crossed graphs are calculated by untwisting the legs as shown in 

Fig. 3.3. For the crossed graph (C) in Fig. 3.2 we have 

(II.3) 

where 

++ (- -
hJ(i) P'B ~ PB'; s) 

(II.4) 

Notice that the helicity partial wave amplitudes in (II.3) are calcu-

lated from amplitudes for the line-reversed processes cb ~ef, etc., 

but the d-function in (II.3) is evaluated at values of z = cos g s s 

corresponding to the direct channel ab ~ cd. The factor -r 1 -r2 is 

the product of the signatures for the two Regge poles being exchanged. 
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The crossed graph (D) is given by (11.3) with l ~2. It is easy to 

see that the sum of the four graphs 

++ H -
s(sum) 

satisfies 

++ 
H -( )(ab ~ cd; s,z ) s sum s = 

Thus the Regge cut due to the exchange of two Reggeons has signature 

~1~2 . To calculate the complete s-channel helicity amplitudes for the 

process ab ~cd one must include all possible double Regge exchanges 

(as well as single exchanges) and sum over all possible intermediate 

particle states e and f. 

B. Regge Pole Amplitudes Used in Calculating 

Regge-Regge Cuts 

We assume out of necessity that the only states e,f in Fig. 

3 .. 2 that are important are those states where e and f are equal to 

a and b or c and d (i.e., elastic intermediate states). To 

calculate the various Regge-Regge cuts we must then know the following 

Regge pole amplitudes: 

Reaction Regge Poles 

K-n ~ K-n P, P', p, ro, A2 
- -
rr.A~nA P, P' 

+ + P' nn~nn P, 
' 

p 

K+A ~K+A P, P' 
' w, f' 

' 
¢ (11.5) 

We neglect the f; and ¢ contributions to K+A ~ K+A since these 

trajectories lie lower than the P, P', or w· trajectories. We assume 

** * the K and K trajectories which contribute to K-n ~n-A are 
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exchange degenerate. In Fig. 3.4 we illustrate pictorially how the 

- - + + above Regge trajectories contribute to K n ~ rr A and rr n ~ K A. 

Because the prescription we use includes the crossed graphs Fig. 3.2! 

- -each of the above trajectories contribute to both K n ~rr A and 

+ + :n: n ~ K A. Notice also that for K n ~ :n: A all the cuts are of the form 

** * R · (K + K ) . 1 , where R is any of the trajectories in (II ·5). For rea 
+ + ** * :n: n ~ K A all cuts have the form R• (K - K ) t' where "rot" ro 

( ** *) symbolizes the fact that because of EXD the difference K - K has 

-i:rrex( t) 
a rotating phase e • We take the needed Regge pole amplitudes 

from the following analyses: 

Reaction Regge Pole Reference 

Kn ~Kn P, P' 
' p, m, A2 Dass et al. (Ref. 5) 

+ + :rr n ~:n:n P, P' Barger and Phillips (Ref. 6) 

+ + Rarita et al. (Ref. 7) :n: n ~:n:n p 

(II.6) 

It is necessary, however, to modify the above amplitudes slightly. As 

discussed in detail in Part 2, Sec. II A, in most high-energy fits one 

is only interested in the small ltl region. Thus one usually makes 

the replacement 1/r(ex + 1) ~ (ex + 1). When calculating Regge-Regge 

cuts by means of the partial wave series, on the other hand, one must 

know the amplitude over the entire angular range -1 < cos g < + 1. s 

We thus replace the approximate form (ex + 1) by the exact factor 

1/r(ex + 1) in the amplitudes (II.6). Also, in the above analyses, the 

residue of the P' trajectory is parameterized with an exponenti13-l 

factor that increases with increasing (-t), for example, 

.• 
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for nN elastic scattering. This factor causes the P' amplitude to 

become very large in the backward direction, with the result that the · 

** * P' ·(K ± K) cuts are abnormally large. To remedy this we replace 

at 4 8 the above exponential by e , where a = -l. 3 - 0. t. For small It I 
at -l.43t I I e ~ e , but for large t we no longer have the undesirable 

** * exponential blow up. Unfortunately the P' ·(K + K )cut is fairly 

sensitive to the exact form chosen for a. Changing a from 

a = -1.43 - o.4t to a = -1.43 - 0.8t changes the ** * P' · (K + K ) real 

cut by roughly a factor of 3 (at t -0.5), but leaves the 

** * P' ·(K · - K )rot cut essentially the same. 

The Regge pole contributions to nA and KA elastic scattering 

are estimated as follows: 

Reaction Regge Pole 

(1) p 

(2) + + KA-7KA 

(3) P' 

(4) - -nA-7nA p 

(5) 
- -

nA-7nA P' 

** We parameterize the K by 

Estimate 

Assume P is singlet 

Assume 0 

plus (GT/G ) <.<. 1 get 
VCD 

CD + ~ 2/3 CD + 
K A K p 

Assume P' - CD EXD get from 

(2) P' ~ 2/3 KA 
P' Kp 

Assume p is su
3 

singlet 

set p = 
nA pnN 

From factorization and (3) 

get P' ~ 2/3 P' nA · nP 
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f ( +) a(t)(~-=fx(t)(i - cot ncx~t))/r(cx(t) +1) A ** ( v, t) = ' K vo 

(+)( ) b(t)(.!'_)cx(t)(i - cot ncx~t))/r(cx(t) + 1) vB ** v, t = ' K vo . 

* and the K by 

A
1 

~-)(v,t) = -a(t)(~)cx(t)(i +tan ncx~t)) /r(cx(t) + 1) ' 
vo K 

vB ( ~) ( v, t) = -b(t)(~)cx(t)(i +tan ncx~t))/r(cx(t) + 1) 
vo K 

where 

and similarly for the B amplitudes. 

C. Results 

** * We parameterize the K and K residues (II.7) by 

a(t) = r 1 (1 + r 2t) cx(t) 

b(t) = r
3

(1 + r 4t) cx(t) 

(II. 7a) 

(II. 7b) 

(II. 7c) 

(II. 7d) 

where cx(t) = cx(o) +ex' (o)t. We include all the Regge-Regge cuts shown 

in Fig. 3.4 and vary r 1 , r 2, r 3, r 4, A++' A+-' cx(o), ex' (o) in an 

attempt to fit the differential cross sections and polarizations for 

- - 9 + + 10 K n ~ n A and n n ~ K 11. at 3. 9 GeV / c (total of 48 data points). The 

(x
2 best fit 104/48 DF) is shown in Fig. 3·5· The effect of the 

** * ** * R•(K ± K ) cuts are not strong enough to overcome the P·(K ± K ) 

cuts and to produce the desired effect on the differential cross 

sections. One might argue, and rightly so, that we know very little 

about the amplitudes in nA and KA elastic scattering and that 
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perhaps our estimate of these amplitudes is too crude. To investigate 

the effect of these amplitudes we allowed the overall strength of the 

poles in nA ~nA and KA ~KA to vary. We found a slightly better 

fit to the data (x2 60/48 DF). However, to obtain this the w 

contribution to KA elastic scattering was multiplied by ~25: Our 

estimated amplitudes are surely good to within a factor of 10~ We 

thus conclude that this solution is not reasonable and that we are not 

** * able to, fit the two reactions by including only the above R•(K ± K ) 

Regge cuts. 

It is difficult to draw any definite conclusions as to the 

ability of Regge-Regge cuts to fit the data for the followipg reasons: 

l. We have only included the cuts originating from elastic 

intermediate states. Perhaps the inclusion of cuts arising from 

inelastic intermediate states will change the above picture. 

** * 2. From our investigations of the P'·(K ± K) cut we find 

that R1 ·R2 cuts are sensitive to the high It! behavior of the Regge 

poles R1 and R2 • 

3· It has been suggested that the box diagram method of 

8 calculating Regge-Regge cuts may be wrong. If this is true then 

Regge-Regge cuts may still be the answer. 



III. DAUGHTER TRAJECTORIES 

A. Description of the Model 

The difference between the differential cross sections for 

to the presence of secondary trajectories which cannot be neglected at 

these energies. We will assume there exists a pair of daughters 

*t **t * ** 
(K and K ) which lie one unit below the K and K , respec-

tively. The bare Regge pole amplitudes are then given by 

At (±)(v t) 
pole ' 

vB(±) (v t) 
pole ' 

+ 
r(c:x- + 1) 

= 

(III.lb) 

where s±(c:x) =(±1 + e-in~/(-sin nc:x). We will assume strong exchange 

degeneracy for the bare poles, both parents and daughters. Thus 

a+(t) = -a- (t) - a(t) 

b +(t) = -b-(t) - b(t) (III. 2a) 

c:x+(t) c:x-(t) - ex( t) 

for the parents and 

+ 
aD (t) -~-(t) = aD(t) 

bD +(t) = -bD-(t) - bD(t) (III. 2b) 

+ 
~ (t) ~-(t) c:x(t) - 1 

for the daughters. We form the amplitudes for K-n ~n-A (At ,B) and 

the amplitudes for + + 
nn~K./\ (i.t ,"B) as follows: 



A' 1 (v,t) po e 
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A(+) (v t) +A(-) (v t) 
pole ' pole ' 

-2[a(t)~(t)~(t)(~)-1 J(~)a(t)/(sinna(t)r(a(t)+l)) 
vo vo 

vB 1 (v,t) po e 
= B(+) ( t) + vB(-l) (v,t) v pole v, po e 

(III. 3a) 

= -2[b(t)-a(t)bD(t)(~)-1 J(~)a(t)/(sin na(t)r(a(t)+l)) 
vo vo 

A I l ( v 't) = A ( +) ( v t) - A ( -1) ( v' t) 
po e pole ' po e 

vB 1 (v,t) po e 

/(sin na(t)r(a(t) + l)) 

vB(+) (v t) - vB(-) (v t) 
pole ' pole ' 

/(sin na(t) r(a(t) + l)) 

These pole amplitudes have the following features: 

(III. 3b) 

(III.3c) 

(III. 3d) 

l. The amplitudes for K-n ~n-A are purely real as pre-

dieted by duality arguments (see Part l Sec. I). 

2. The amplitudes for n+n ~K+A have a rotating phase 

e-ina(t) also predicted by duality arguments. 

that 

** * 3. It is no longer true, as with just one EXD pair (K ,K ), 

lA' l - jA' l pole - pole and l Bpole l = l Bpole l · 

We see from (III.3) that by suitable choice of ~(t) and bD(t) one 

can easily make dcrjdt have a different shape than dcr/dt. This model 
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will thus have no difficulties in fitting the observed differential 

cross sections. The model is not complete, however, since A' 1 and po e 

vB . are purely real, giving zero polarization. To remedy this we pole 

include the pomeron-Regge pole cuts. Because of properties (l) and 

(2) above, the polarization can be understood by the same simple 

method explained in Sec. I (see Fig. 3.1). 'Including the pomeron-Regge 
I 

cuts will not destroy our ability to fit the differential cross sections 

because of property (3). 

** * To summariz~ this model consists of the K and K traj-

ectories, which we assume are strongly exchange degenerate plus an 

**' *' exchange degenerate pair of daughter trajectories (K ,K ) plus 

pomeron-Regge cut corrections. In this model the exchange degneracy 

is broken by the pomeron-Regge cuts. 

B. Results 

* ** We parameterize the EXD K , K pair by 

(III.4a) 

b(t) (III.4b) 

where a(t) = a(o) + a' (o)t. We have included the a-factors in both 

a(t) and b(t) (EXTI). 

= 

*' **' We parameterize the EXD K , K pair by 

(III.4c) 

(III.4d) 

where O])(t) = a(t) - l. Here we included a wrong-signature-nonsense 

on-factor in the bD(t) residue. We did not include an on factor 

in the ~(t) residue since in this case there is no tachyon to 

eliminate. It turns out that the results are not very sensitive to the 
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parametrization of the ~(t) residue. Equally good solutions can 

be found with 

or 

** * **' *' In calculating the ·p·(K ± K) and P•(K ± K ) cuts we 

parameterize the pomeron in terms of s-channel helicity amplitudes by 

++ 
Hp (s,t) = - (2p jw)4rrAC 

~At -irraptl2 
i s e 2 e (In.sa) 

0 ' (III.5b) 

where we take ap = Oo5• We assume the absorption in the initial and 

final channels for both K-n ~rrA and + + is identical. We rr n ~K A 

take A = 8.0 (GeVIc)-2 and c = 0.614. We calculate the cuts using 

the prescription described in Sec. II, which in this case reduces to 

the old absoprtive model prescription. Our absorption parameters are 

the same as those used by Irving, Martin, and Michael.
2 

We use the 

residues (III.4) and vary the parameters in an attempt to fit the 

differential cross section and polarization data for K n ~rr A at 

I 9 + + I 10 3.9 GeV c and for rr n ~K n at 3·9 GeV c. Our best fit yields 

x2 
= 44148 DF with 
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rl 46.3 (Gevf
1 

dl -51.8 (Gevf
1 

0.43 
-2 -1.48 ( GeV jc) - 2 

r2 = (GeV jc) d2 

r3 = 133.2 (GeV) -l 
~ = 377·6 (Gevf

1 

( -2 . 2 
r4 = 0.29 GeV jc) d4 0.47 (GeV/c)-

a(o) = 0.185 A.++ 1.47 

a~ (o) = ( -2 0.87 GeV/c) A.+_ 0.53 

The A.++' A.+- are overall factors which multiply the strength of the 

s-channel helicity nonflip and flip cut amplitudes, respectively. In 

Figs. 3.6 and 3·7 we show the differential cross sections and polariza-

tions for and + + rr n ---)K A at plab = 3·9 and 10.0 GeV/c 

from this solution. In Fig. 3.8 we plot the predicted slope parameter b 

for - - + + K n ---) rr A and rr n ---) K A. The rest of the 

figure is identical to Fig. 1.9. Finally, in Fig. 3.9 we display the 

A and R parameters calculated for K-n---) rr-A and rr+n ---)K+A at 

3.9 and 10.0
1 
GeV/c. 

C. Comparison with FESR Results 

It is interesting to compare our model fit 1-1i th the FESR results 

of Part 1. In Fig. 3.10 we compare Im A' (solid lines) and Im A' 

(dashed lines) at 3.9 GeV/c from our model fit with the results of the 

FESR analysis of Part 1. Similarly in Fig. 3.11 we compare the FESR 

results with our model fit for v Im B (solid curves) and v Im B 

(dashed curves). We see that the FESR results and the model fit agree 

quite closely for the K n ---)J1 A amplitudes (Im A' and vIm B) but 

differ for the + + rr n ---) K A amplitudes (Im A' and v Im B). Of 

course, as· a function of incident energy the FESR and the model ampli-

tudes behave quite differently. Because of the close EXD of the even-

and odd-signatured trajectories, the FESR amplitudes maintain the same 

I. 
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shape in t and only change in overall scale. The model ampiitudes, 

on the other hand, have an s-dependent shape in t, only becoming 

approximately 11frozen" at high energies,where the daughter contribu-

tions become unimportant. ~ese differences make it difficult to 

compare the two sets of amplitudes in a significant way. Nevertheless, 

we may infer from Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 that at intermediate energies the 

breaking of EXD that occurs in the present model via the pomeron-Regge 

cuts is most important for the + + n n ~K ~ channel and less important 

for the K n ~n ~ channel. This is entirely consistent with the 

findings of Part 1. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

It is difficult to make any definite statements about the 

effects of Regge-Regge cuts on the reactions - - + + K n ~ n: A and n: n ~ K A. 

The reasons for this are: 

1. The inability to include the contributions from inelastic 

intermediate states. 

2. The fact that the Regge-Regge cut due to the exchange of 

Regge poles R1 and R2 is particularly sensitive to the large ltl 

behavior of the residues of R1 and R2 • 

3· The box diagram method of calculating Regge-Regge cuts may 

be wrong. 

In spite of these drawbacks our analysis casts doubt as to whether 

Regge-Regge cuts are strong enough or have the right phase to produce 

the desired effect on the differential cross sections. On the other 

* ** hand, we find that a model with EXD K and K poles plus EXD 

*' **' K and K poles (one unit down) plus pomeron-Regge cuts gives 

an excellent fit to the data. This model has the following features: 

l. 
- - + + The polarization for K n --7 n: A and :n: n ~ K A can be 

understood simply in terms of the interference between the Regge poles 

and the pomeron-Regge pole cut. (See Fig. 3.1). 

2. Duality is exact for the bare poles. (i.e., the bare poles 

produce an amplitude that. is purely real when the corresponding duality 

diagram is nonplanar.) 

3· The pomeron-Regge cuts "break" the exchange degeneracy of 

the bare poles. This breaking is a leading order effect which means 

that high-energy polarizations need not be small. 

4. The model is consistent with the results of our FESR 

calculation of Part 1. 

·•' 

,. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 3.1. Diagram illustrating the behavior in the complex plane of 

a Regge pole and the corresponding P·R cut and the result-

ing polarization. The upper diagram is for a purely real 

Regge pole 

Regge pole 

(R ) and the lower diagram for a rotating 
real ' 

(R t). The length of the arrows around the ro 

circumference of the circles represents the speed with which 

the various vectors rotate as \t\ increases. 

Fig. 3.2. The four terms contributing to the reaction ab ~cd from 

the exchange of two Regge poles (1) and (2). 

Fig. 3·3· Diagram illustrating the method for calculating crossed 

graphs. 

Fig. 3.4. Diagram showing the various Regge poles and Regge-Regge cuts 

included in our study of K-n ~n-A (upper graph) and 

+ + n n ~K A (lower graph). Because of our assumption of EXD 

** * 
(K + K ) l rea 

rotating phase 

is purely real and 

-ina(t) e • 

( ** *) K - K rot has a 

Fig. 3·5· Comparison of the calculated and experimental differential 

cross sections at 3.9 GeV/c for K-n ~n-A1 (solid curve 

and triangles) and n+n ~K+A10(dashed curve and solid 

dots) from a model which includes an EXD ** * K and K 

plus the Regge-Regge cuts shown in Fig. 3.4. 

Fig. 3.6. Comparison of the calculated differential cross sections 

for K n ~nA (solid curve) and + + 
n n ~K A (dashed curve) 

at Plab = 3·9 and lOoO GeV/c from a model which includes an 

** * **' *' EXD K and K plus an EXD K and K plus 

pomeron-Regge pole cuts. Also shown are the experimental 

data at Plab = 3o9 GeV/c from Fig. 3o5• 
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Fig. 3. 7 · 

Fig. 3.8. 

Fig. 3.9. 
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Comparison of the experimental data at 3.9 GeV/c with the 

calculated polarization for K-n ~ n-A9 (solid curve) and 

+ + lD 
n n ~K A- (dashed curve) at Plab = 3·9 and 10.0 GeV/c from 

** * a model which includes an EXD K and K plus an EXD 

**' *' K and K plus pomeron-Regge pole cuts. 

Same figure as Fig. 1.9 with the addition of the calculated 

slope parameter for K-n ~ n-A (solid line) and n +n ~ K+ A 

(dottedline) from a model which includes an EXD ** K and 

* **' *' K plus an EXD K and K plus pomeron-Regge pole 

cuts. ~ashed curve is from the FESR calculation of Part l. 

- -The A and R parameters for K n ~ n A (solid curves) 

and + + n n ~K A (dashed curves) at 3·9 and 10.0 GeV/c 

** calculated from a model which includes an EXD K and 

* **' *' K plus an EXD K and K plus pomeron-Regge pole 

cuts., 

Fig. 3.10. Comparison of the FESR results of Part l with a high-

** * K and K energy model (HEM) which includes an EXD 

**' *' plus an EXD K and K plus pomeron-Regge pole cuts. 

The solid lines are for lm A' and the dashed lines for 

Im A'. 

Fig. 3.11. Comparison of the FESR results. of Part l with a high-

** * K and K energy model (HEM) which includes an EXD 

**' *' plus an EXD K and K plus pomeron-Regge pole cuts. 

The solid lines are for Im B and the dashed lines for 

Im B. 
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Part 4 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 



The results of Parts 1, 2, and 3 suggest a model for under-

standing two-body collisions at intermediate and high energies which 

consists of the following: 
II(: 

l. High-lying parent trajectories which occur in EXD pairs 

** * (i.e., P' - m, p- A2, K - K, etc.). 

2. Lower lying daughter trajectories which also occur in EXD 

pairs (i.e., **' *' p' - A2, K - K , etc.). We assume the daughters 

lie one unit below the parents as predicted by the Veneziano model. 

3· Pomeron-Regge pole cuts in addition to Regge poles. 

This model has the following features: 

l. Duality holds exactly for the bare poles. The contribution 

to the amplitudes from the bare poles is purely real whenever the 

corresponding duality diagram is nonplanar. 

2. The pomeron-Regge cuts break the EXD of the bare Regge 

poles. This means that duality arguments are not exact and amplitudes 

which are predicted by duality arguments to be purely real can develop 

an imaginary part and hence the corresponding reaction can have a 

polarization. 

3. The fact that the P·R cut is of the same order in s 

(apart from logarithmic factors) as the Regge pole R means that in 

this model EXD is broken to leading order. This implies that reactions 

may have polarizations even at high energies. 

In this work we have seen that the above model is successful in 

describing three high-energy reactions. In Part 2 we showed how the 

model could fit the new :n:N charge-exchange polarization, whereas 

models without daughters could not. In Part 3 we demonstrated that 
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this model can describe the behavior of the polarizations and the 

differential cross sections for K n ~n-A and + + 
n n ~ K A. It 

remains to be seen Whether the model can successfuly explain other 

two-body reactions. 
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APPENDIX A. KINEMATICS AND CONVENTIONS IN 

PB ~ P; B' SCATTERING 

1. Notation 

We consider the collision of a pseudoscalar particle (P) and 

spin-~ baryon (B) producing a possibly different pseudoscalar 

particle (P') and a possibly different spin-~ baryon (B' ). We 

denote the mass, 4-momentum, and energy as follows: 

Particle Mass 4-Momentum Energy 

p !J. q (1) 

B m p E 

P' !-l' q' w' 

B' m' p' E' 

We specify our 4-vectors by v = (~,v4 ) = (~,iv0 ) and use the 

following metric 

V•W 

We define the Mandelstam invariants 

s -(q + p)2 

t -(q- q')2 

u -(p q' )2 

2 -(q' + p') 

( ' ')2 - p - p 

-(p' - q)2 

The Mandelstam variables satisfy 

s + t + u 
2 2 '2 '2 

m + !J. + m + !J. = L . 
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2. s-Channel Kinematics 

where 

' 
where 

Some useful kinematic relations are 

4p'p cos g 
s s s 

2 2 '2 '2 
= t - u + (m - ~ )(m - ~ )/s 

E' 
s 

= 

t = t . + 2p p' (cos g - 1) , m1n s s s 

t. = (E - E') 
2

- (p - p•) 2 
m1n S S S S ' 

'2 '2 
(s + m - ~ )/2W , 

'2 '2 
(s + ~ - m )/2W, 

1 

W = (s )2 • 

3. t-Channel Kinematics 

Some useful kinematic relations are 

'2 2 '2 2 
= s - u + (m - m )(~ - ~ )/t , 

(A.2.1) 

(A.2.2) 

(A.2.3) 

(A. 2. 4) 

(A. 2.5) 

(A.2.6) 

(A.2.7) 

(A.2.8) 

(A. 2. 9) 

(A.3.1) 

(A.3.2) 
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(t 
2 I 2 1 . 

(A.3.4) Et == + m - m )/2(t)2, 

(t 
12 2 1 

(A.3 ·5) El :::: + m - m )/2(t)2, t 

(t 
2 12 1 

(A .3. 6) (J)t :::: + IJ. IJ. )/2(t)2, 

(t 
12 2 1 

(A.3.7) I - IJ. )/2(t)2 (J)t = + IJ. 

4. The Kibble Function 

The Kibble function ¢(s,t,u) is positive within the physical 

region, and vanishes on the boundary of the physical region. The 

function ¢ is related to s, t, and u by 

¢(s,t,u) 
2 2 12 12 2 12 2 12 = stu - s(IJ. m + 1J. m ) - t(IJ. 1-1 + m m ) 

2 ! 2 2 I 2 2 2 t 2 I 2( l l l l ) 
- u(IJ. m + m 1-1 ) + 2 1J. m 1J. m 2 + 2 + ~ + ~ 

1-1 m 1-1 m 

It is also related to the scattering angle by 

¢(s,t,u) 

or 

4 2 '2 . 2 g = sp p s1n s s s 

(A.4.l) 

(A.4.2) 

(A.4.3) 

' ..... ·; 



APPENDIX B.' AMPLITUDES IN PB --7 P, B' SCATTERING 

1. Invariant Amplitudes A and B 

The invariant amplitudes A,B are defined in terms of the 

Feynman amplitude c;hJ by 

?Jts - i 
= UB' (p' )(-A(s,t,u) + 2r· (q + q' )B(s,t,u) }UB(p) • (B.l.l) 

The scale of ~ is defined by the differential cross section formula, 

1 
. 2 

64nsp s 

(B.l.2) 

where a sum over final spins and an average over initial spins is 

understood. We also define the scattering amplitude F(s,t) by 

(1~) CM = 
K_ IF(s,t) 1

2 
. 

p 

For elastic scattering we get the usual formula 

Using 

we get 

F(s,t) = 

IF(s,t) 1

2 
. 

1 
_ 1?z (s,t,u) 

8n(s) 2 

(B.l.3) 

(B.l.4) 

(B.L5) 

(B.l.6) 

The minus sign·in the above relation comes from the fact that the 

relationship between '?r; and the S-matrix is 
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(B.l. 7) 

where a and ~ are the initial and final state labels and the 

product of factors (2E.) is over both initial and final states, 
]_ 

whereas the relationship between F and S~a involves the opposite 

sign (i.e., F = S - 1). 

2. The Amplitudes f 1 , f 2, f, and g 

We define the amplitudes f1 and f 2 by 

(B.2.l) 

The carets over p and p' mean these are unit vectors in the direc-

---7 ---7, tion of p and p , respectively. Using 

-7 A ~ A A A -7 (A A 

cr·p' G·p = p' ·P + i cr. p' X p) (B.2.2) 

we find 

F(s,t) (B.2.3) 

A 

where n is a unit vector normal to the scattering plane 

n (B.2.4) 

We define f and g by 

F(s,t) f(s,t) + i if.~ g(s,t) . (B.2.5) 

Fr.om (B.2.3) we see that 



(B.2.6) 

g = -sin 9 f 2 

or 

f1 = f + cot 9 g , (B.2.8) 

f 2 = -esc 9 g • (B.2.9) 

3· Relationship Between f1 ,f2 and A,B 

One can insert the explicit form of the Dirac spinors U(p') 

and u(p) into (B.l.l) and get an expression for ~ = -8n(s)~F in 

---+ "'• ---+"' terms of A, B, cr-p cr·p, and other kinematic quantities. Using the 

definition of f
1
,f2 (B.2.l) one finds 

fl(s,t) = c+(s)[A(s,t,u) + (W- M)B(s,t,u)] 

f2(s,t) = c_(s)[-A(s,t,u) + (w + M)B(s,t,u)] , 

where 
1 - 1 

W = (s)2 , M = 2(m + m'), and 

1 
[(E ±m)(E' ±m')J2/(8nW) s s 

Inverting we have 

A(s,t,u) = [C_(s)(W + M)f
1
(s,t) c+(s)(w - M)f2(s,t)]/(2WC+C_) 

(B.3.4) 

(B.3.5) 

It is useful to note that 

C+(s)C_(s) = p p'/(64n2s) • s s 
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4. s-Channel Helicity Amplitudes 

We have from (B.l.l) 

s 
A.' A. 

= U ,(p'){-A + ~ Y·(q + q')B}u,(p). 
A. 2 "' 

(B.4.l) 

If one inserts/, the ex-plicit forms for the helici ty spinors UA., and 

UA. into (B.4.l) one finds 

g 

-cos 2s[D_A + (W~+ - M~_)B] (B.4.2) 

g 

-sin ~[~ A + (W~ - M~+)B] 2 + 

and 

H = H++ 
s s ' 

-+ 
H s 

The symbols ~± are defined by 

+-H s 

(B.4.3) 

1 

TJ = [(E +m)(E' + m' )]2(1 ± pp' [(E + m)(E' + m' )J-1 },(B.4.4) 
± 

where for s-channel amplitudes we use E ' s E' 
s' 

For elastic scattering (m = m', 11 = 11') ~± reduce to 

TJ = 2E + 
and TJ = 2m , 

and the s-channel helicity amplitudes (B.4.2 and B.4.3) become 

++ H (s,t) s 

+ . 
H -(s,t) 

s 

= 

= 

g 

s[2mA ( - m
2 

- "
2

)B] -cos 2 + s t""' 

g 

-sin ~[2EA + 2mwB] . 
2 

(see A.2). 

(B.4.s) 

(B.4.6) 



5. Relationships Among the s-Channel Helicity Amplitudes 

\J 
and f 1 , f 2, f, and g 

Inserting (B.3.4) and (B.3.5) into (B.4.2) and (B.4.3) and using 

the fact that 

'!)± = 8:n:W(C + ± c ) (B.5.1) 

yields 

g 
H++ -8:n:W cos s 

(fl + f2) = 2 s (B.5.2) 

g 
+- -8:n:W sin 2.. (fl - f2) H . s 2 (B.5.3) 

When the relations (B.2.8) and (B.2.9) for f
1
,f2 in terms of f and 

g are inserted into the above equations one finds 

g g 
-8:n:W(cos 

2
s f - sin 

2
s g} , (B.5.4) 

g g 

= -8:n:W(sin 2s f + cos 2s g} , (B.5.5) 

or 
g g 

( 8 ) 2.. H++ . s +-- :n:W f = cos 2 s + sln ~ Hs , (B-5.6) 

g g 

(-8:n:W)g = 
. s ++ s +-

-sln ~ Hs + cos ~ Hs (B.5.7) 

6. t-Channel Helicity Amplitudes 
• 

In the t-channel (B.l.l) becomes 

Cfr[ t - = UA., (p' )[-A + ~ Y· (q - q)B] v_(ii) ' 
A.'A. A. 

(B.6.l) 

where q and p are now the 4-momentum of P' and B, respectively. 

If one inserts the explicit forms for the helicity spinors UA.' and 



V into (B.6.1) one finds 
f.. 
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++ 
ft (s,t) -s+A + (N0s_ + ~-qt cos gt)B, 

(B.6.2) 

= ~ t = ~ qt sin 9t B , 
l'l ' 1 - 1 + f.. -2,"A.=2 

(B.6.3) 

where NO = !(w'- w) and s± are defined by 

s = [(E + m)(E' + m' )]!(p(E + m)-l ± p' (E' + m' )-l} .(B.6.4) 
± 

For t-channel amplitudes one should of course use Et' Et, Pt' and 

pt (see A.3) in (B.6.4). For elastic scattering (m = m', ~ = ~·) 

t: reduces to s± 

s = 0 ' 

and (B.6.2) and (B.6.3) become 

7· 
++ +-ft and ft Explicitly in Terms of A and B; 

, Definition of A' 

Using the fact that in the t-channel 

2 .1_ 
~+ = [ t - (m' - m) J2 

1 

~ = (m' + m)~~(t)~ 

(B.6.5) 

(B.6.6) 

(B.6.7) 

(B.7.1) 

\) 



" '\ 

and 

2 .1. 
[ t - (m + m' ) J2 

1 

= (m' - m)s /(t)2 
+ 

and using (A.3.1) one finds 
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(B.7.3) 

(m' +m) (s (m'-m)(f-!'
2

-f-!
2
)). 

2 l s - u + (m' + m) 
2 [t - (m + m') J2 

Thus from (B.6.2) we see that 

= -[t- (m + m') 2 ]~A + ~ B (m + m') 
2 

l 
[t -. (m + m' ) ]2 

We define A' by 

_ m)(f-!'2 _ f-!2)) 
(m' + m) 

A' = [l- t/(m + m')2]A + l_(- u + (m'- m)(f-!'2- f-!2))B 
4M \: (m' + m) :J 

(B.7.5) 

Since A and B are free of kinematic singularities so is A'. From 

(B.7.5) we see that A' is simply related to the t-channel nonflip 

amplitude by 

2 l 
[t - (m + m') F 

2 (m + m') A! 

Our A' amplitude differs from that defined by Singh1 in that 

A' = A'/[1- t/(m + m•) 2] • Singh 

(B.7.7) 

.l 
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One of the virtues of our A' is ~hat it is free of kinematic singu-

larities and we see no reason to divide by 2 
[1-t/(m + m1

) ] thereby 

producing an amplitude with a kinematic singularity at 

Using (B.7.1) and (B.4.3) we see that 

= 

1 

[¢]2 B 
2 l_ 

[t - (m + m') J2 

2 
t = (m + m') • 

(B.7.9) 
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APPENDIX C. HELICITY CROSSING MATRIX 

1. Relationship Between H+± and A' ,B 
s 

We are inter~sted in knowing the relationship between the 

s-channel amplitudes and the t -channel amplitudes A' and 

B. From (B.4.2) and (B.4.3) we see that H++ and H+- are linear 
s s 

combinations of A and B. Similarly from (B.7.6) A' is a linear 

combination of A and B. Thus it is easy to relate 

to A' and B. One finds that 

where 

where 

H++ allA' + al2B s 

+-
a21A' + a22B H == ' s 

g 

-T 
s 

all == T)_ cos 2 

g 
s 

[WT)+ - MT) - TT)_mv/M - TT)_L':.] al2 == -cos 2 -

g 
s 

a2l == -TT) sin-+ 2 

g 
s [WT) TT)+mv/M - TT)+L':.] a22 == -sin - - MT) -2 - + 

l M == 2(m + m') , 

l '2 2 2 
6 == 2 (m' - m)(~ - ~ )/(m + m') , 

1 

and W == (s)2 

The quantities T)± are defined in (B.4.4) and we define 

v == (s - u)/4m 

+and H s 

(C.l.l) 

(C.l.2) 

(C.l.3) 

(C.l.4) 

(C.l.5) 

(C.l.6) 

(C.l.7) 
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2. Asymptotic Crossing Matrix 

Consider (C.l.l) and (C.l.2) for large v fixed t. Using 

1 

11+""' (s)2 ' 

g 
s 

cos 2 ""' 1, 

T)_ "-> 2M , 

1 Q 1 

(s)2 -sin~~ (-t)2 . 2 

and defining 

"-> 

lim a .. = a .. 
' 1J 

8--') 00 
1J 

t fixed 

we have 

"-> 

-2ii1T all = 

""' mTvt/(2i:f) al2 = 

"' 
1 

a21 -(t)? T ,J 

1 a22 = m( -t )2 Tv fM. 

So for large v fixed t 

For 

Thus 

H++ 
s T{-2MA' + mvtB/ (2i:f)} 

+- 1 

H "' T(-t)2 [-A' + mvB/M} . s 

large v fixed t (B.7.6) becomes 

A' ""' T-1A + (m/M)vB • 

H++ ~ -2M[A + (m/M)vB] , 
s 

(C.2.1) 

(C.2.2) 

(C.2.3) 

(C.2.4) 

(C.2.5) 



• 

+.;, 
H s 

1 

"' -(-t)? A • 
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(C.2.6) 

+-If we demand' H = 0 asymptotically then this implies A = 0 or from s 

(C.2.4) 

A' (m/M) v B • (c.2.7) 



APPENDIX D. PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS 

l. Helicity Partial Wave Expansion 

The helicity partial wave expansion can be written in the form 

00 

= ~(2J + l)(A.3A.41hs~(s)IA.lA.2)dA.~J(9s) ei(A.-~)¢ 
J=m 

(D.l.l) 

where A. = A.l - A.2' ~ = ~ - A.4' and m = Max(IA.I, 1~1). The proper-

ties of the rotation matrix dJ are reviewed in Appendix of Jacob and 

. k 2 W1c . In the above expression the momentum of particle #1 is along 

the A • We label particle #l and #3 as the baryons so that z-ax1s. 

and Thus our z-axis is along the direction of the initial 

baryon. Choosing ¢ = 0 (i.e., defining the i-axis in the plane of 

scattering) we have 

H++(s,t) ~ (2J + l) h;+(s) J dll ( 9 ) s 22 s '---' 
J 

~ 
' dJll (9 ) +- ~ (2J + l) h;-(s) H (s,t) = s -v s 
J 

Using the orthogonality property of the d-functions one finds 

L
l 

l ++ J = -2 H (s,z ) d11 (z ) 
s s 22 s 

l 

dz 
s 

(D.l.2) 

(D.l.3) 

(D.l.4) 

(D.l.5) 

, I v 
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where, z = cos g . The d-functions used in the calculations of Part s s 

2 and 3 were generat~d in double precision on a CDC 6600 computer 
v 

using the following recursion relations for increasing j: 

( ) ( ) j -1 ( ) - j + l 2j - l d11 z } , (D.1.6) 
22 

dj;~(z) l ([4j(j + l)z + l] dj11(z) = j (2j + 3) -22 -22 

- (j + l)(2j - l) dj~~} , 
-22 

(D.1.7) 

~where 

1 g' 
dll2 (g) = cos 2 , 

22 
(D.1.8) 

1 1 g 
d2 11 (g) = -di 1(g) sin -

-22 2-2 2 (D.1.9) 

2. Partial Wave Expansion for f,g and f
1
,f2 

The partial wave expansions for f and g are 

f(W,cos g) [,e f (W) + (,e + l) f +(W)] P_e(cos g) , 
,e ,e 

(D.2.l) 

g(W,cos g) = sin [f +(W) - f (W)] P£(cos g) , 
,e ,e 

(D.2o2) 

where are the partial wave amplitudes of def'inite parity and 

with J = ,e ± ~· In the above expression P' (z) = ~z P(z). One can 



use (B.2.8) and (B.2.9) to calculate f1 and r2 and after some 

manipulations one finds 
v 

00 

r1 (W,cos 9) = ~[f +(W) Pi+1 (cos 9) - f _(W) P£_1 (cos 9)] (D.2.3) 
£=0 t t 

[ f (W) - f + (W)] P t (cos 9) . 
t t 

(D.2.4) 
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APPENDIX E. OBSERVABLES IN PB ~ P'B' SCATTERING 

1. The Differential Cross Section 

In terms of the Feynman amplitude defined in (B.l.7) we have 

(E .1.1) 

where a sum over final spins and an average over initial spins is under-

stood. Using the amplitudes f and g defined in (B.2) we have 

( dcr) ' 2 2 L( lf(s,t) I + lg(s,t) I } · 
dQ CM == p 

Similarly, using the amplitudes f
1 

and f 2 (B.2) we have 

(E.L2) 

(E.l.3) 

When-we use the helicity amplitudes defined in (B.4) and (B.6) we 

have 

(~)CM (E.1.4) 

(E.1.5) 

or 

(~~) CM { 
4' 2 2} p' (m + m') lA' I + ¢(s,t) IBI 

2 2 ' 64n sp (m + m' ) - t 
(E.1.6) 

where A' and B are defined in (B.7) and ¢(s,t) is the Kibble 

function (A. 4). 
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2. Polarization 

We define the polarization as being along the normal to the 

scattering plane given by 

' 
(E.2.l) 

~ ~, where p and p correspond to the initial and final baryon momenta, 

respectively. In terms of the amplitudes f and g (B.2) we have 

or 

P dcr 
dQ 

p = 

I * 2 g_ Im fg 
p 

* 2 Im fg 

or in terms of f 1 and f 2 (B.2) we have 

P dcr = 
dQ 

Tf we use the s-channel helicity amplitudes we get 
I 

p = 

or when one cross to the t-channel amplitudes A' and B (B.6) 

2 .1. '* 
2(m + m') [¢(s,t)]? Im A B 

p = 
4. 12 I 12 (m + m') lA' + ¢(s,t) B 

(E.2.2) 

(E.2.3) 

(E.2.4) 

(E.2.5) 

(E.2.6) 

\-' 

... 

(t 
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3· A and R Parameters 

Let 

A 

R = 

and 

A 

A = 

where ++ H - are the s-channel helicity amplitudes defined in (B.4). 
s 

The A and R parameters are defined by 

A A 

(E.3.3) R = R cos g - A sin g 
s s 

A A 

(E.3.4) A = R sin g +A cos g 
s s 

Asymptotically f{ and 
A 

A are equal to R and A, respectively. 

The parameters P, A, and R are not independent they are 

related by 

(E.3.5) 

In terms of the amplitudes f and g defined in (B.2.5) we have 

R = 
2 Re (f*g) 

lfl
2 

+ lgl
2 ' (E.3.6) 

A 
ifl2 - lgl

2 
(E.3.7) 

lfl
2 

+ lgl
2 

Using (B.5.6) and (B.5.7) one can easily see that (E.3.6) and (E.3.7). 

are equivalent to (E.3.3) and (E.3.4). 
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APPENDIX F. SENSE-NONSENSE FACTORS FOR PB ~P'B' SCATTERING 

l. Implications of Factorization and Analyticity 

Let f be the coupling of a Regge pole . R in the t-channel to 

the (PP' ) vertex. Similarly let g be the nonflip coupling of R 
1 

to (B'B) and (a)2h be the flip coupling of R to (B'B). We write 

the t-channel helicity amplitudes for a single Regge pole in an array 

as follows: 

ft 
·a~b 

= fnf 

fb~a 
nn 

fb~b 
nn 

fb~b 
nf 

fg 

2 
g 

fb~a 
fn 

fb~b 
fn (F.l.l) 

fb~b 
ff 

X 

In the above expression a is the PP' channel, b is the B'B 

channel, and n and f correspond to nonflip and flip, respectively. 
1 

The factors of (a)2 appearing in (F.l.2) are kinematical in origin. 

The signature factor . s-r(a) is given by 

s-r(a) = (F.l.3) 

where -r = ±l is the signature of the trajectory R. Analyticity 

demands that the amplitudes appearing in (F.l.l) must be free of 

branch points or voles at a = 0. Thus we require that at a = 0 

\ .... J 

I) 

("~ 
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gh ex! 

fhcc 

m/2 a 
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(F.l.4) 

where m = 1,3,5,··· and n = 1,3,5,··· • It is also possible that 

1 (rv) -~ gh a! (a)-2 , fh a! u. in such a way that all the amplitudes are 

nonzero, but analytic near a = 0. If a = 0 is a wrong signature 

point, this last behavior .is caused by the fixed poles of Mandelstam 

and Wang.3 

2. The a-Factors at a = 0 

The following choices satisfy (F.l.4): 

f _g_ h Mechanism Name 
1 

1 1 (a)2 Sense 
1 1 

(a)2 (a)? 1 Nonsense (or Gell-Mann) 
1 1 

(a)2 (a)2 a Chew 
1 

a a (a)2 No-compensation 

(F.2.1) 

We then get from (F.l.2) that for PB --7 P' B' . scattering 

fb~a fb~a 
Mechanism Name nn nf 

l 1;-r(a) a 1;-r(a) Sense 

a 1;-r(a) a 1;-r(a) Nonsense (F.2.2) . 

at;-r(a) a2 s-r(a) Chew 

a 2 s-r(a) 2 s-r(a) No-compensation J a 

where 1; -r (a) ex: 1 at a = 0, if -r = -1 (called a wrong signature 

point) and s-r(a) ex! 1/a at a= 0 if -r = +1 (called a right 

signature point). 
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